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Todd Gitlin, the activist, scholar, and novelist, died last month at the age of 79. Gitlin was a 
longtime friend of The Chronicle’s. He contributed scores of bylines to the Review over more than 
a quarter century — most recently in the summer of 2020, when he joined our forum on reopen-
ing universities in pandemic conditions.

Gitlin was, as Mitchell Cohen wrote in his remembrance for Dissent, an “iconic figure of the 
American left.” But his leftism was never doctrinaire. “Todd was in some ways the embodiment 
of the tenured radical, a ’60s New Left activist who found refuge in the academy,” says Evan Gold-
stein, The Chronicle’s managing editor. “Yet he was also one of the most perceptive critics of his 
cohort, especially how they confused academic politics with politics politics. Thus Todd’s fa-

mous quip: ‘While the right has been busy taking the White House, the left has been 
marching on the English department.’”

That wiry evasion of ideological straitjackets is on display in the last full-length es-
say he wrote for us, a reconsideration of Allan Bloom’s infamous The Closing of the 
American Mind on the occasion of its 30th anniversary. Gitlin doesn’t pull punches. 
Bloom “could not make a point without overkilling it”; he “was not a stickler for histor-
ical causation”; at his worst, he was “so wildly and promiscuously drawn to the thrill 
of apocalypse as to sound like the spiritual father of the reigning prince of nihilism, 
Steve Bannon.” Despite all this, Gitlin is unafraid of reassessing aspects of Bloom’s po-
lemic that had come to seem to him, in the intervening years, rather more prophetic 
than paranoid: “When it comes to most of the campus left he was all too right, if not 

always for the right reasons. Today’s knee-jerk illiberalism exhibits many tendencies that Bloom 
sketched.”

Karen Winkler, the now-retired Chronicle editor who first brought Gitlin into our pages, right-
ly describes him as “above all, a humanist.” That humanism entailed a respect for the canon and 
a suspicion toward new sensitivities around it. Writing in 2015 of the demand for trigger warn-
ings over Ovid in the Columbia core, Gitlin insisted that “fright in the face of words needs to be 
tamped down, not encouraged.” But he was no naïve chauvinist for the virtues of tradition. I’ll 
give him the last word:

“Teaching the Great Tradition offers no guarantee of awakening reverence for reason, for 
what universities offer is not (or at least ought not to be) a curriculum in brainwashing. But it is 
an excellent start.” – LEN GUTKIN, SENIOR EDITOR
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At Texas Tech University, excellence 
has a new name. 

The Davis College of Agricultural 
Sciences & Natural Resources. 

Named in honor of Gordon and 
Joyce Davis, whose $44 million gift 
to the college became the largest 
single gift in Texas Tech history. It 
is the largest gift in the country to 
benefit people and programs in a 
college of agricultural sciences and 
natural resources. 

The college boasts nearly 3,000 
undergraduate and graduate 
students with more than 100 faculty 
and a total endowment of more than 
$102 million. 

STRIVE FOR
EXCELLENCE



‘Strive for excellence,’ that’s 
the Gordon Davis motto. He 
understands that hard work and 
grit get the job done. 

As a Texas Tech Faculty member 
in the 1980s, Davis expected 
the best from his students. As 
a coach, he led the charge, 
winning the university’s first 
national championship in meat 
judging. That team is now a 
dynasty. As an entrepreneur, he 
grew his business, iCEV, into 
a national leader in providing 
online curricula and content for 
classrooms around the world.  
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For the past century, our faculty 
have made ground-breaking 
discoveries in agriculture and 
natural resources. Our students are 
lifelong learners who go  
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industries worldwide. 
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Research productivity continues to grow because 
our faculty are generating innovative ideas to solve 
the challenges of today and tomorrow. Funding has 
increased 28% over the past two years. 

Student numbers continue to grow as well. The Davis 
College has seen a 64% increase in undergraduate 
students and a 20% increase in graduate students in 
the past decade.  

These numbers, combined with the largest investment 
in people and programs in the country, make the Davis 
College’s upward trajectory and momentum both 
exciting and offers new challenges. 

We are looking for a world-class dean to lead the 
college into the next century. Join us. 
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LT. GOV. DAN PATRICK of Texas (below) said last 
month that he wanted to end tenure for all 
newly hired faculty members at the state’s 
public universities and to revoke the tenure 
of those who teach critical race theory. Leg-
islation to do so will be a “top priority” in the 
state Senate’s next session, Patrick said.

“We are not going to allow a handful of 
professors who do not represent the entire 
group to teach and indoctrinate students 
with critical race theory, that we are inher-
ently racist as a nation,” Patrick, who is run-
ning for re-election, said at a news confer-
ence. “Tenure, it’s time that that comes to an 
end in Texas.”

Patrick said the plan was backed by Sen. 
Brandon Creighton, the Republican chair 
of the Senate Higher Education Committee, 
adding that he’d spoken to university regents 
and leaders across the state who think that 

“tenure has outlived its 
time,” even if those 

officials haven’t 
expressed that 
opinion pub-
licly. Emailed 
requests for 
comment to 
Patrick’s chief 
of staff and to 

Creighton were 
not immediately 

returned.

Tenured faculty members would also face 
annual reviews under Patrick’s plan, he said. 
Current state law specifies that those with 
tenure are to be evaluated “no less often than 
once every six years.” Patrick did not specify 
if his proposal would apply to the state’s pub-
lic colleges or just its public universities.

Patrick held the news conference in re-
sponse to a resolution, passed by the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin’s Faculty Council, that 
affirmed faculty members’ academic free-
dom and ability to teach critical race theory 
and gender issues. The resolution states that 
the council “resolutely rejects any attempts 
by bodies external to the faculty to restrict or 
dictate the content of university curriculum 
on any matter, including matters related to 
racial and social justice, and will stand firm 
against any and all encroachment on faculty 
authority, including by the Legislature or the 
Board of Regents.”

Members of the Faculty Council, Patrick 
said on Friday, “don’t understand that we in 
the Legislature represent the people of Texas. 
Of course we’re going to have a say in what 
the curriculum is.”

Andrea C. Gore, the Faculty Council offi-
cial who presented the resolution, said she 
was “shocked” at Patrick’s response to a non-
binding resolution. Though such resolutions 
allow faculty members to assert their rights 
and opinions, she said, they “typically gather 
dust in the Faculty Council archives.”

Patrick’s actions, Gore wrote, indicated 
that “not only has he been waiting for an 
opportunity to ban ideas that are counter 
to his own; he has been preparing to attack 
tenure as well.”

Jeffrey G. Blodgett, president of the Texas 
conference of the American Association of 

University Professors, 
condemned Patrick’s 
proposal. “Eliminat-
ing tenure most cer-
tainly would dis-
courage prospective 

faculty from accept-
ing a position at any 

public university in Tex-
as,” he said, adding that 

“our flagship universities would eventually 
drop out of the top rankings.”

The AAUP tweeted that Patrick’s news 
conference was “a naked attack on higher 
education in this country.”

UT-Austin’s president, Jay Hartzell, af-
firmed the importance of tenure, saying its 
removal would “cripple Texas’ ability to re-
cruit and retain great faculty members.” 
Shawn E. Lindsey, associate vice chancel-
lor for media relations for the University of 
Houston system, said that “we look forward 
to working with the lieutenant governor to 
find ways in which we can support diversi-
ty of perspective while protecting academ-
ic freedom.” The state’s other public univer-
sities — Texas A&M, Texas State, and Texas 
Tech — did not respond to requests for com-
ment.

Scott Schneider, an expert on academ-
ic-freedom law at the firm of Husch Black-
well, said Patrick’s plan to make teaching 
critical race theory grounds for revoking ten-
ure was legally questionable. “The case law 
that’s developed — certainly over the last 60 
or 70 years, I think — makes it pretty plain 
that this sort of approach violates the First 
Amendment,” he said.

But the notion of regular post-tenure re-
views, Schneider said, isn’t as “politically in-
cendiary.” Such a process, he added, could 
raise legal questions but not constitutional 
ones.

Any element of Patrick’s proposal would 
be “really revolutionary” and have “dramat-
ic consequences for the future of academic 
freedom as a practical reality at state univer-
sities in Texas,” said Keith A. Whittington, 
a politics professor at Princeton University 
and chair of the Academic Committee of the 
Academic Freedom Alliance.

“The lieutenant-governor position is argu-
ably the most powerful position in the state 
government in the state of Texas,” Whitting-
ton said. “He has extraordinary influence in 
the legislative process there. If he wants to 
stake his future political ambitions on this 
issue, I suspect he has some confidence that 
he can make some real headway on this.”
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FIRST READS

WHEN JOSEPH I. CASTRO was named chan-
cellor of the 23-campus California State 
University system, in September 2020, 
it was celebrated by many as a remark-
able rise for someone who had started as a 
first-generation college student, worked his 
way up through the ranks of California’s top 
universities, and become known as a cham-
pion for Hispanics in higher education.

His resignation last month was a fall that 
few saw coming. In the end, some California 
educators believe, his loyalty to a friend and 
colleague and his willingness to turn a blind 
eye to the damage the administrator was in-
flicting on his employees may have cost Cas-
tro his job overseeing the nation’s largest sys-
tem of public four-year universities.

Castro’s resignation followed a nearly 
10-hour closed-door meeting of Cal State’s 
Board of Trustees in which he attempted 
to explain why he had, as president of Cal 
State-Fresno, waited so long to meaningful-
ly respond to multiple complaints of sexu-
al harassment and bullying over six years 
against his vice president for student affairs, 
Frank Lamas. The board and Castro ulti-
mately decided he should step down imme-
diately. He’d been in the job just over a year.

The abrupt turn of events left many cur-
rent and former colleagues feeling conflict-
ed.

Shane Snowdon considered Castro a sup-
porter and good listener when she worked 
with him as founding director of the LGBTQ 
resource center at the University of Cali-

fornia at San Francis-
co. Castro was, at 

the time, UCSF’s 
vice chancellor 
for student aca-
demic affairs.

“Joe was the strongest administrative ally 
whom I and many others had in work relat-
ed to Latinx recruitment/retention and to 
Title IX,” Snowdon, who now consults with 
universities and health systems on gender 
and sexuality issues, told The Chronicle. “I 
do not for a second endorse his handling of 
Lamas. And I do not question his resigna-
tion; knowing him, I believe that its speed 
reflected sincere remorse and a genuine 
desire to free CSU to focus on the underly-
ing issues raised by his handling of an old 
friend.”

Castro was the first Mexican American 
and first native Californian to become Cal 
State’s chancellor. When he was hired, Cas-
tro told of being raised by a single mother, 
who was a beautician, and his grandpar-
ents, who were farmworkers. Castro was 
born in the San Joaquin Valley, a 40-minute 
drive from the Fresno campus. He received 
a scholarship for high-achieving scholars 
from the valley, and earned undergraduate 
and master’s degrees from UC-Berkeley be-
fore receiving his doctorate in higher-edu-
cation policy and leadership from Stanford 
University.

Castro spent more than two decades as 
a faculty member and administrator in the 
University of California system before be-
coming chancellor, a position that gave him 
an enviable opportunity to influence the 
outcomes for a student population of near-
ly half a million, of whom 45 percent are 
Latino and nearly half are from low-income 
families. Castro said one of his top priori-
ties was raising graduation rates across the 
system.

In a statement following a scathing USA 
Today investigation, Castro apologized to 
Lamas’s victims but said there was little he 

could have done until someone filed a for-
mal Title IX complaint. One employee, who 
contended that Lamas had put his hand on 
her thigh and hinted at the possibility of 
a job promotion if she cooperated, did, in 
2019. She said that incident followed two 
years of suggestive and unwanted behavior 
by Lamas, who has denied any wrongdoing.

Two separate investigations found La-
mas responsible for sexual harassment and 
workplace bullying, but Castro agreed to 
let Lamas go with a $260,000 payout, re-
tirement benefits, and a clean record in ex-
change for a promise he’d never work on a 
Cal State campus again. Castro said it was 
all he could do to ensure Lamas wouldn’t 
come back. Title IX experts disagreed.

The fact that he negotiated the settle-
ment quietly and didn’t tell trustees about it 
when he was being considered for the chan-
cellor position suggests to some that Castro 
was eager to cover up a messy episode that 
would reflect poorly on his management 
abilities.

Cristina Herrera, a former chair of the de-
partment of Chicano and Latin American 
studies at Fresno, said Castro had been right 
to step down, but she worries the university 
won’t adequately deal with what she sees as 
systemic problems in tackling harassment.

Asked whether she regretted that a prom-
inent Latino leader was stepping down, 
Herrera, now a professor at Portland State 
University, said she was “critical of the sort 
of blind celebration of people from my com-
munity just because we share the same 
background. What does it matter if they’re 
Latinx if they continue to produce these 
systems that harm women or others who 
have been victimized?”

— KATHERINE MANGAN

Precipitous plunge

Cal State’s Chancellor Resigns in Disgrace

The first Mexican American and first native 
Californian to lead the nation’s largest 
system of public four-year universities was 
accused of mishandling sexual-harassment 
complaints against an old friend.
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This is a 
$104 million 
love letter 
to the liver.

A gift that will change human health.
Announcing the Stravitz-Sanyal Institute for Liver Disease 
and Metabolic Health, accelerated by the largest private 
gift in university history. The institute will build on fifty 
years of trailblazing liver research and care, continuing 
VCU’s mission of doing what others can’t or won’t.  
This is our love letter to the liver, and the world.
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FIRST READS

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY will 
have to slash new undergraduate enroll-
ment by a third for the coming academic 
year, denying thousands of Californians a 
shot at attending one of the nation’s most 
sought-after colleges and costing it $57 mil-
lion in lost tuition, unless the state’s highest 
court intervenes.

Responding to concerns about the effect of 
the university’s recent growth on surround-
ing neighborhoods, the California Court 
of Appeal last month upheld an Alameda 
County Superior Court order that Berke-
ley reduce enrollment for the 2022-23 aca-
demic year to the same level as in 2020-21. 
The university has asked the California Su-
preme Court to intervene, and hopes it will 
do so quickly, since the university says it is 
scheduled to send most of 
its acceptance letters by 
March 23. Most accep-

tance letters for graduate students have al-
ready gone out, the university said.

“If left intact, the court’s unprecedented 
decision would have a devastating impact on 
prospective students, university admissions, 
campus operations, and UC-Berkeley’s abil-
ity to serve California students by meeting 
the enrollment targets set by the State of Cal-
ifornia,” Berkeley said in a statement.

Public colleges throughout California are 
squeezed between competing demands 

from the state government, which ordered in 
recent years that they ramp up enrollment, 
and local community groups that object to 
the worsening traffic, rising housing prices, 
and environmental strain.

With climbing high-school graduation 
rates, especially among the state’s growing 
Hispanic population, more high-school stu-
dents now qualify for admission to four-year 
universities. A record 250,000 people applied 
for freshman or transfer admission in the fall 
of 2021 to the university’s nine undergraduate 
campuses — up 16 percent from the previous 
year, a spokesman for the UC system said.

Not only is it harder to get into a state uni-
versity, but there isn’t nearly enough housing 
as campuses struggle to expand their foot-
prints, often in environmentally sensitive or 

densely populat-
ed areas.

“Berkeley 
acknowl-

edges that 
it has a 

housing crisis, but it’s very hard to address 
it if we’re being sued every step of the way,” 
said Dan Mogulof, a campus spokesman.

The enrollment-cap order is a result of a 
lawsuit filed against Berkeley, University of 
California regents, and other parties in 2019 
by a group called Save Berkeley’s Neighbor-
hoods. The group argued that the universi-
ty hadn’t adequately considered the effect 
of its growth on police, fire, and ambulance 
services, as well as trash and noise. It also 

argued that students spilling out into the 
surrounding neighborhoods would drive up 
housing prices and so make more local resi-
dents homeless.

The court-ordered enrollment reduction 
would cost the university at least $57 mil-
lion in lost tuition, Berkeley’s statement said, 
“which would impact our ability to deliv-
er instruction, provide financial aid for low- 
and middle-income students, adequately 
fund critical student services, and maintain 
our facilities.”

In a typical year, Berkeley sends letters of 
admission to about 21,000 freshman and 
transfer students, and ends up enrolling 
about 9,500 of them. Based on the usual yield 
rates, the university would have to cut at 
least 5,100 such offers to achieve the results 
ordered by the court. The number of new un-
dergraduates enrolled — most of them state 
residents — would drop by about a third.

Requiring Berkeley to lower its enrollment 
to the 2020-21 level is particularly tough, the 
university argued, because in that year the 
Covid-19 pandemic prompted an unusual-
ly large number of new and continuing stu-
dents to take time off. In addition to appeal-
ing the latest ruling, the university plans “all 
hands on deck” as it explores ways to miti-
gate the order’s effects, Mogulof said. It could 
give students incentives to graduate early, 
for instance, or determine which programs 
could offer more online classes.

In a statement on Save Berkeley’s Neigh-
borhoods’ Facebook page, Phil Bokovoy, 

its president, wrote that the university 
could easily comply with the court-or-

dered enrollment cap without hurt-
ing in-state students by limiting of-

fers of admission to out-of-state, 
international, and certificate-pro-
gram students. The group also 
made that argument, which the 
university has disputed, in court.

The housing squeeze has 
prompted some unconvention-

al and controversial solutions in the state. 
The University of California at Santa Bar-
bara has come under fire for its plan build a 
massive, 11-story residence hall that would 
house more than 4,500 students, 94 per-
cent of whom would have small, window-
less private bedrooms. It’s based on a design 
dictated by Charlie Munger, a 98-year-old 
billionaire who’s been described as Warren 
Buffett’s righthand man.

— KATHERINE MANGAN

Housing hardship

A Forced Enrollment Cut 
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TRANSFORMING STEM EDUCATION:
NEW VISION, NEW FACILITIES

scu.edu/stem

One of the largest multidisciplinary campuses in the country, the Sobrato Campus for Discovery and 

Innovation (SCDI) represents Santa Clara University’s commitment to STEM. Featuring � exible labs, 

collaboration hubs, an Innovation Zone, and on-site research spaces like the Latimer Energy Lab, SCDI 

offers experiential exploration for students.

https://www.scu.edu/stem/


FIRST READS

THE PRESIDENT of Savannah College of Art and Design was the highest-paid 
leader of a private college in 2019, according to The Chronicle’s annual analy-
sis of private nonprofit institutions.

In addition to serving as president of SCAD since 2000, Paula S. Wallace 
helped co-found the college in 1978. Wallace’s total compensation in 2019 
was more than double her compensation in 2018, going from $2.3 million to 
$5 million.

Wallace was one of 66 chief executives who earned a million or more in the 
2019 calendar year.

The average pay of private-college leaders in The Chronicle’s analysis, 

including those who served partial years, was about $834,877. But for the 
Top 20, the average pay was about three times that, at $2,512,713.

Of the Top 20, almost half of the presidents and chancellors are no longer 
leading the institutions listed below. Of those, only Mark S. Wrighton served 
a partial year in 2019, resigning as president of Washington University in St. 
Louis at the end of May.

To learn more about the pay that presidents in the Top 20 earned, see 
below.

To see all the presidents in our analysis, go to  
chronicle.com/compensation/. — JULIA PIPER

Executive compensation

What Private-College Leaders Make

Paula S. Wallace
Savannah College of Art  
   and Design
$5,037,567

Robert J. Zimmer
U. of Chicago
$1,856,334

Nido Qubein
High Point U.
$2,918,045

Morton O. Schapiro
Northwestern U.
$1,988,607

Amy Gutmann
U. of Pennsylvania
$3,164,829

Wayne A.I. Frederick
Howard U.
$1,649,630

Victor J. Boschini Jr.
Texas Christian U.
$2,103,019

Peter Salovey
Yale U. 
$1,866,525

Ronald J. Daniels
Johns Hopkins U.
$3,239,817

Julio Frenk
U. of Miami
$1,790,304

Lee C. Bollinger
Columbia U.
$2,714,147

Shirley Ann Jackson
Rensselaer Polytechnic  
   Institute
$1,882,226

Stephen K. Klasko
Thomas Jefferson U.
$4,399,407

Jerry Falwell Jr.
Liberty U.
$1,817,231

Mark S. Wrighton
Washington U. in St. Louis
$2,862,738

Barbara Snyder
Case Western Reserve U.
$1,940,053

Nicholas S. Zeppos
Vanderbilt U.
$3,173,543

Nathan O. Hatch
Wake Forest U.
$1,741,211

Brian Rosenberg
Macalester College
$2,234,656

Robert A. Brown
Boston U.
$1,874,373

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 METHODOLOGY
Compensation data were compiled from the Internal Revenue Service’s Form 990, which is filed by most 

nonprofit entities and is from the fiscal-year 2020 report of calendar-year 2019 compensation. Only organi-
zations with $100-million of expenditures or greater were included in the analysis. Total compensation is the 
sum of base, bonus, and other pay, and excludes retirement or other deferred compensation. Some private 
nonprofit universities cite a religious exemption from filing the Form 990 and were therefore excluded from 
our analysis. The following universities’ 2019 calendar-year compensation data were not available to us at 
the time of publication: Adelphi U., Baker College, Calvin U., Campbellsville U., Columbia College Chicago, 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical U. at Daytona Beach (Fla.), Long Island U., New York Institute of Technology, New 
York U., Pacific U., Pepperdine U., Roosevelt U., Seattle Pacific U., St. Lawrence U., U. of the Incarnate Word.
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University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) is Maryland’s 
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Chairing a department has never been easy.  
The pandemic has only made it tougher.

The Job 
(Almost) No One Wants

M
ARY BETH DAWSON had been as prepared as possible to lead her department through a pandemic.

Dawson, who chairs the biology department at Kingsborough Community College, had kept an 
eye on news from around the world before Kingsborough’s spring term began in the first week of 
March 2020. As a scientist, she was trained to think in terms of potential outcomes, and she in-
structed her faculty to be ready to move their classes online at a moment’s notice.

So when the call came from the City University of New York system to switch to virtual learning, Dawson and 
her colleagues were ready. It was, in Dawson’s words, a “seamless” transition for her department.

But a few weeks later, two of Dawson’s adjunct faculty members realized they weren’t up for 
teaching online, and quit. That meant Dawson took on their courses; she wasn’t about to ask 
her other faculty members to take on extra teaching amid a burgeoning pandemic. That semes-
ter, Dawson taught 14 contact hours and worked six days a week, for 12 to 15 hours each day, all while keeping 
the department running and helping manage her colleagues’ anxiety — something that she, even with several 
years as department chair under her belt, hadn’t anticipated.

The pandemic, Dawson soon realized, fundamentally changed what it meant to be a department chair, al-
ready a job known for being demanding and, in many circles, undesirable.

BY MEGAN 
ZAHNEIS
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Chairing a department has never been easy. Doing so means occu-
pying a strange in-between position in academe — not quite an ad-
ministrator, nor only a faculty member — and navigating a complex 
set of workplace dynamics, particularly with department colleagues 
whom a chair, for the duration of her term, is asked to supervise and 
evaluate.

The chair’s position is often assumed to come with a measure of 
power and prestige; upon landing the gig, Sandra Oh’s character 
in the Netflix limited series The Chair proudly places a nameplate 
on her desk declaring her the one “in charge,” embellished with 
a handful of expletives. But upon taking over as chair — which, 
as many will attest, does not often include the cushy office Oh’s 
character inherits — scholars are more likely to find themselves 
hemmed in by administrative constraints and what they call an il-
lusion of power.

“As a chair, you certainly have more institutional responsibility 
than most of your colleagues. You have some authority, although not 
very much. In most systems, you really don’t have any power at all,” 
said Kevin J.H. Dettmar, a veteran department chair who is writing a 
book about the job. “You’re the fall guy or gal; you’re responsible. But 
in terms of power, prestige? No, not really.”

Instead, the chair is often caught in the crosshairs of conflict be-
tween faculty members or administrators, struggling to stake a claim 
in both worlds.

T
HE DESIRE TO MAKE CHANGE, or to positively influence one’s de-
partment, is one reason faculty members take on the role of 
chair. More often, though, they do so out of a sense of duty or 
are conscripted into the job by administrators or colleagues. 
That’s what happened to Cathy Marie Ouellette, who took 

over the history department at Muhlenberg College in the summer 
of 2019 for a four-year term.

Ouellette, an associate professor, had seen other chairs struggle 
with exhaustion and with keeping their own scholarship current. Be-

cause she wasn’t yet eligible for promotion to full professor, she wor-
ried that the administrative responsibilities of being chair would in-
terfere with her own professional goals.

Indeed, 86 percent of chairs reported in a 2004 study that they’d 
significantly reduced their scholarly activities while in the role, and 
88 percent said they were frustrated by their inability to spend much 
time pursuing their academic interests.

Ouellette took four meetings with her provost, who was support-
ive of her personal goals, before agreeing to the gig, but said, “it’s 
understood that you can’t really say no. I think I was a little stub-
born.”

It stands to reason, then, that colleagues “are as likely to say condo-
lences” as they are to congratulate incoming chairs on their new role. 

So said Carolyn Dever, who co-facilitates The Chronicle’s workshops 
for department chairs. “It’s more of a duty than it is a calling for many 
people,” Dever said. “They’re sandwiched between the administration 
and the faculty and students without very many tools for solving prob-
lems and addressing the really complex issues that come up.”

That’s another condition of being chair: It’s likely to come with lit-
tle in the way of training. A 2016 study found that 67 percent of chairs 
hadn’t received any formal training from their institution; two-
thirds of those who did said it didn’t adequately prepare them for the 
job. Nor are there many handbooks on how to be an effective chair; 
the few there are tend toward the wonky side, said Dettmar, who 
hopes his forthcoming book will fill that gap.

Ouellette’s preparation for becoming chair, then, was mostly 
“self-imposed.” “Honestly,” she said, “the first thing I did was Google 
‘how to be a department chair.’”

Most of Ouellette’s prior understanding of what it meant to be a 
chair came from graduate school, where, she said, “it was really com-
municated pretty clearly, ‘Have some empathy, don’t bother the de-
partment chair.’ So I assumed as a graduate student that this was a 
stressful and perhaps exhausting position.”

Ouellette started to think of a chair’s role as that of an ambassador 
— of the institution, of the department, and, in her case as a histo-
rian, of the humanities. Student and faculty recruitment would be-
come part of her job, as would advocating at the administrative level 
for her department. Still, she recognized her place within the col-
lege’s power structure was a complicated one.

“Sometimes chairs think that what they have is power and author-
ity,” Ouellette said. “I think that I have obligations.” As a chair, she 
learned, people could look to her for guidance. But Muhlenberg’s 
faculty handbook didn’t endow her with the ability to add teaching 
lines, hire or fire faculty members, or adjust the budget. At institu-
tions like hers, she said, “department chairs don’t have a lot of lever-
age. They can advocate, they can cajole, they can bring people to-
gether. But we don’t have the capacity and we are not embedded with 
any authority to make institutional changes.”

O
UELLETTE’S FIRST SEMESTER as chair, the fall of 2019, went 
swimmingly. She welcomed a new hire and started to work 
on fostering department culture, establishing a social-me-
dia presence and a speaker series. Armed with those small 
victories and the “little sugar high” that came along with 

them, she felt ready to turn her attention to curricular reform and 
other big projects.

Then came the pandemic. Ouellette did her best to maintain so-
cial ties within the department by setting up a weekly social Zoom 
session for her junior colleagues. She stressed flexible work poli-
cies, knowing many of her co-workers had young children at home. 
She worked to make sure students were supported and oversaw the 
sudden retirement of a faculty member who decided Zoom teaching 
wasn’t for them. And she became tethered to her phone. 

“There were moments there where my job changed dramatically 
before my eyes,” she recalled, “and my phone became like a third eye 
or a third hand.”

Dawson, at Kingsborough, felt similarly tethered to work, partially 
out of an obligation to be reachable any time her faculty needed her. 
That was uncharacteristic for Dawson, who is “very much a bound-
aries person” and customarily doesn’t email her colleagues in the 
evenings or on weekends. No more: “I had to sort of put that aside 
and say, ‘You know what, I need to be available to these people, be-
cause this is an unprecedented situation.’” Her role, as she saw it, was 
to field panicked calls and emails with an eye toward resolution. “We 
can fix this,” became a common refrain, she said, even if “sometimes 
I had to lie; I wasn’t even sure if we could, but I said we could.”

Then there was the matter of classes themselves. In April 2020, 
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“ It’s people’s health and safety  
that’s on the line, and people’s 
educations, and so a chair has  
to live with the high, high stakes  
of a decision every day.” 



https://www.smu.edu/moody/investing-for-impact?alias=investingforimpact


read,” he said, “I’d rather put my energy into helping a younger gener-
ation of scholars be able to write their books.”

I
F THE ACADEMY is to make chairing a department a more appealing 
proposition, there are a few natural places to begin. One is com-
pensation.

While the specifics vary by institution, most chairs receive a 
course release, a stipend, or some combination of the two in ex-

change for their service. Sometimes other perks, like an extended 
sabbatical or extra research funding, can be negotiated. But by and 
large, those affordances “aren’t commensurate with the demands of 
the job,” Dever said.

They are, perhaps, even less so for younger scholars who take on 
the role of chair. In an ideal world, a scholar shouldn’t become chair 
until they’re a full professor and have established their personal re-
search agenda. But increasingly, faculty members are being tapped 
as chair earlier in their careers, and that’s especially true of women 
and of scholars of color, said Walter H. Gmelch, a professor of leader-
ship studies at the University of San Francisco who has studied de-
partment chairs for more than three decades.

That’s a crucial trade-off of institutions’ desire for more equity for 
women and people of color, Gmelch said. By achieving greater repre-
sentation in departmental leadership, institutions may in fact harm 
individual scholars and “jeopardize their career and their advance-
ment,” he said.

After all, Gmelch said, most scholars don’t treat chairing their de-
partment as a steppingstone to administration. About 70 percent re-
turn to the faculty after their term is through.

Establishing both initial and ongoing training for department 
chairs — sessions that focus on “soft skills” like leadership, in addi-
tion to administrative know-how — would help, too. Many chairs 
pass down those lessons informally, and Gigliotti’s office at Rutgers 
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Dawson had to plan course offerings for the fall semester without 
knowing what path the pandemic would take. The lab spaces in her 
biology department were booked during every available time frame 
of the academic day, meaning she couldn’t open up extra sections 
in order to reduce class sizes and allow students to socially dis-
tance. Not normally one to question her decisions, Dawson agonized 
over this one for months. “All summer, every day, I thought about 
this multiple times a day,” she said. Ultimately, many classes that 
planned to meet face to face in the fall had to go on pause for sever-
al weeks while social-distancing arrangements were made, or revert 
online entirely.

Department chairs still face those sorts of conundrums daily. 
Some have also been put in uncomfortable positions as they enforce 
institutional decisions, like whether faculty members have to teach 
in person, Dever said.

“They may profoundly disagree, but they’re in the role of having to 
carry out whatever it is that the institution has decided. What makes 
the pandemic much more challenging than regular life,” she said, “is 
that it’s people’s health and safety that’s on the line, and people’s ed-
ucations, and so a chair has to live with the high, high stakes of a de-
cision every day.”

In a pair of studies conducted during the pandemic, in 2020 and 
2021, by Ralph A. Gigliotti, the assistant vice president for Rutgers 
University’s Office of University Strategy, many department chairs 
at Big Ten colleges said the job straddled the line between faculty 
member and administrator more than ever. All that turmoil is hav-
ing a clear, and alarming, effect on chairs: Just 22 percent agreed or 
strongly agreed that they would be more likely than not to serve an-
other term.

D
ETTMAR UNDERSTANDS why chairing is generally an undesir-
able position. It requires that one gives up a lot of freedom 
— to pursue one’s own scholarship or set one’s own sched-
ule or even to protest administrators’ actions. (“It’s just sort 
of unbecoming or ridiculous to rage against the machine 

when you’re department chair” and helping to run the place, Dett-
mar said.)

He knows the liminal place between faculty and administration 
that chairs occupy all too well. His first job as chair was at a unionized 
campus; as a chair, he wasn’t included in the faculty bargaining unit. 
Dettmar paid union dues anyway, because he wanted to demonstrate 
to his colleagues that he saw himself as a faculty member. Still, he got 
mixed messages. “I felt like the faculty don’t think of me as a faculty 
member, but the administration’s really clear that I’m not really an ad-
ministrator,” he said. “I didn’t have any natural allies.”

Nothing in Dettmar’s graduate training — which focused on indi-
vidual scholarly growth and not building community — taught him 
to value chairing. He heard some say, “Those who can, do; those who 
can’t, chair.” The idea that a faculty member could be “relegated to a 
bureaucrat because you’re not one of the leading lights of your gener-
ation” was, he felt, both pervasive and damaging.

After 10 nonconsecutive years running the English department, 
Dettmar began directing Pomona’s Humanities Center instead, 
thinking his days leading departments were over. But when the dean 
called in July 2021 to ask Dettmar if he would consider filling in as 
chair for the theater department, which was dealing with personnel 
changes, the answer was yes.

“Chair can be something that you are or something that you do. And 
95 percent of chairs, it’s something that they do,” Dettmar said. He 
falls into the small group that consider chairing part of their identity.

He said that’s because he’s good at it, and because he can use it to 
help others. He’s crossed off all of the brass rings of academe — got-
ten tenure, been promoted to full professor, been a named chair.

“Instead of writing another scholarly book that 17 people would 



is working to design a new program for department chairs that they 
hope will become an example. Dawson and another Kingsborough 
chair teamed up to write a chair’s handbook, a “living document” 
full of resources that they’re hoping to parlay into a more-formalized 
chair training at their college.

Academe could also benefit from a greater appreciation and recog-
nition of the chair’s duties, which often are largely invisible, depart-
ment chairs and experts told The Chronicle.

“We are most definitely doing things that faculty don’t even realize 
that we do,” Dawson said. “The best chairs do these things quietly, to 
keep the ship afloat and take care of the details, and sometimes ugly 
things and sticky things, and insulate the faculty from that so that 
they can do their jobs accordingly.”

A re-examination of what chairs can, and should, do for their de-
partments could be in order. “I don’t think that many chairs are re-
cruited into the job with a sense of mission or a vision,” Dever said. 
“It tends to be a ‘keeping the trains running’ type of job, which is un-
derstandable, but also too bad.”

In fact, a chair’s job is one of the most influential on a campus, said 
Gmelch, the leadership scholar. Chairs are instrumental to a univer-
sity’s productivity in scholarship, teaching, and student success.

Ouellette, at Muhlenberg, recognizes the importance of chairing, 
and she’s proud of what her department has accomplished during her 
term. Sometimes she even contemplates signing on for a second term.

“There are moments where I think, ‘Hey, this isn’t so bad. I can 
keep doing this,’” she said. “The reality is that I’m still teaching four 
classes a year. I’m still researching and writing, I have a personal life, 
and there’s a pandemic, and I think, ‘I can’t wait to be done.’

“I really hope I don’t have to do this again.”

Megan Zahneis, a staff reporter for The Chronicle, writes about gradu-
ate-student issues and the future of the faculty.
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A Race to the Top in Research 



Infused with overdue money, historically Black colleges  
are vying to win Carnegie’s highest rank.A Race to the Top in Research 
BY KATHERINE MANGAN
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W
HEN DAVID K. WILSON was asked, in 2010, to apply for the 
presidency of Morgan State University, a historically 
Black institution in Baltimore, he was reluctant to leave 
his perch as a chancellor in the University of Wisconsin 
system.

The nation had severely shortchanged its HBCUs, he knew, while 
rewarding the predominantly white research universities where he’d 
spent much of his career. Faculty members at Wisconsin, Auburn 
University, and Rutgers University were more likely to enjoy flexible 
teaching schedules, comfortable salaries, and state-of-the-art re-
search equipment. Other historically Black colleges had reached out 
to him, and he’d turned them down.

“I was not interested in presiding over an institution where the pri-
mary purpose was to keep its doors open,” Wilson said.

The search chair was persistent, so he visited the campus, baseball 
cap turned backward, and stopped faculty members, without say-
ing who he was, to ask about their work. Despite 4-4 teaching loads 
and heavy service and advising responsibilities, they talked about 
publishing articles in leading journals and finding the time to write 
books.

“They said this was a place where they never had to question 
whether they were part of a family,” Wilson said. “They were giving it 
everything they had, and more, even with parsimonious resources.”

Seeing a college “pregnant with possibility,” he ended up taking 
the job and committing to help elevate the university’s stature as a 
major research institution.

Today, Morgan State is one of a handful of HBCUs, including North 
Carolina A&T State, Howard, Florida A&M, and Prairie View A&M 
Universities, vying to join the ranks of Carnegie R1 institutions. The 
coveted distinction, reserved for doctoral institutions with very high 
research activity, helps universities recruit top faculty members and 
scholars, and win prestigious research grants. Among the 137 insti-
tutions classified as R1, not one is an HBCU.

Achieving R1 status is a tall order for any university, but for public 
historically Black colleges, it’s an especially difficult task. Many of 
them have suffered from decades of systemic financial neglect, leav-
ing their research underfunded, their facilities outmoded, and schol-
ars underpaid.

“If you don’t have the basic infrastructure to be competitive, we’re 
perpetuating the dynamic that exists today that the rich get richer, 
and we continue to tread water,” said David K. Sheppard, chief le-
gal officer and chief of staff of the Thurgood Marshall College Fund, 
which advocates for public HBCUs. When he was general counsel 
at Delaware State University, from 2016 to 2018, a lack of lab space 
meant that most of the physical lab research for one particular grant 
had to be done at the predominantly white University of Delaware. 
“That’s crazy,” he said.

But as the nation comes to grips with the effects of racial dis-
crimination — in policing, in health-care access, in education, 
and elsewhere — an infusion of money and support has buoyed 
minority- serving colleges, including HBCUs. That, plus the Biden ad-
ministration’s commitment to better funding for those institutions, 
has given HBCU leaders renewed hope that R1 status is within reach.

Although they don’t all say so publicly, it’s clear they’re in a race to 
the top.

T
EN OF THE NATION’S more than 100 HBCUs, including Morgan 
State, are recognized as Research 2 institutions by the Car-
negie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. 
That’s according to the most recent update, released for re-
view in December and made final in late January.

The classification was started in 1970 by the Carnegie Commis-
sion on Higher Education. Most recently produced by Indiana Uni-
versity at Bloomington’s Center for Postsecondary Research, the 
classification is scheduled to move this month to the American 
Council on Education, in Washington, D.C. It’s updated every three 
years, with colleges grouped into more than 30 categories based on 
such characteristics as teaching and research. Billed as “the leading 
framework for recognizing and describing institutional diversity in 
U.S. higher education,” it forms the basis for the categories used in 
rankings by such publications as U.S. News & World Report.

The race for R1 status makes the Carnegie classification’s proj-
ect director a little uncomfortable. Victor M.H. Borden, who is also 

a professor of higher education and student affairs at Indiana Uni-
versity, said the R1 classification, for institutions with the largest re-
search footprint, was never meant to signify that they are any bet-
ter than, say, a leading liberal-arts college, or an R2 university with 
a strong teaching focus and a slightly smaller research footprint. 
The race is part of what he calls the “prestige disease” in higher ed-
ucation.

Pushing for R1 status, which is determined by a research-activity 
index scale composed of seven research indicators, makes sense for 
some institutions but may not for others. “No matter what we do, the 
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Note:  Prairie View A&M U. and Southern U. are doctoral/high research institutions as of the 2021 update of the Carnegie 
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. Both were formerly master’s institutions.

Source: Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research’s 2021 Carnegie Classification  
of Institutions of Higher Education, U.S. Department of Education

The HBCU Research-2 Club
Ten historically Black universities hold the Carnegie classification of Research 2, denoting  
high research activity. There are no HBCUs in the highest tier, Research 1.

 
Total enrollment,  

fall 2020

Clark Atlanta U. (Atlanta, Ga.) 3,776

Florida A&M U. (Tallahassee, Fla.) 9,184

Howard U. (Washington, D.C.) 10,859

Jackson State U. (Jackson, Miss.) 6,921

Morgan State U. (Baltimore, Md.) 7,634

North Carolina A&T State U. (Greensboro, N.C.) 12,753

Prairie View A&M U. (Prairie View, Tex.) 9,248

Southern U. (Baton Rouge, La.) 6,917

Tennessee State U. (Nashville, Tenn.) 7,615

U. of Maryland-Eastern Shore (Princess Anne, Md.) 2,646



field is always looking for a scaffolding on which to judge prestige,” 
Borden said.

For HBCUs like Morgan State, which have set reaching that tier as a 
key strategic goal, the race isn’t just for bragging rights. It’s also about 
ensuring that students have access to the expertise, research facili-
ties, and curricula that will prepare them for graduate work or make 
them competitive for top jobs, especially in STEM fields.

Elevating HBCUs to top-tier research status is also important to 
their regions and the nation, their advocates argue. These institu-
tions are uniquely qualified to study problems like the racial dispari-
ties in health care that have been amplified by the Covid-19 pandem-
ic. Other topics ripe for more research, the advocates argue, include 
the widening racial wealth gap and the effects of cybersecurity, arti-
ficial intelligence, and climate change on minority communities.

On its quest for R1 status, Morgan State plans to expand several key 
areas of research already underway. One involves examining data 
from hundreds of brains of deceased people of African ancestry in 
search of hints to the causes of health disparities affecting African 
Americans. The joint research project was spearheaded by the Lieber 
Institute for Brain Development, which is affiliated with the nearby 
Johns Hopkins University.

Morgan State also plans to create a national center to ensure that 
artificial intelligence doesn’t harm minority communities. Bring-
ing more-diverse experts to the table, its researchers say, can prevent 
bias from being baked into algorithms that shape decision making. 
In addition, the university is developing a noncognitive-assessment 
tool that predicts, without relying on standardized tests, who can 
succeed in college.

For a university accustomed to making do with less, recent infu-
sions of money, and the promise of more, have allowed Morgan State 
to think big.

In 2020 the institution received a $40-million gift from the philan-
thropist MacKenzie Scott. Then last year a federal judge approved a 
$577-million settlement, over 10 years, for Maryland’s four HBCUs, 
including Morgan State. It was the culmination of a 15-year battle, 
during which advocates for historically Black colleges argued that 
the state had unfairly allowed predominantly white public univer-
sities to roll out specialized academic programs that directly com-
peted with those at the state’s HBCUs. The money will be divvied up 
based on enrollment, and Morgan State expects to get its first $15.1 
million in July.

“We think, invested wisely, this could be a major step forward in 
enabling us to achieve R1 status,” Wilson said. Faculty members 
who’d been expected to teach eight classes per year are now teaching 
six, freeing up time for research. And the benefits, he said, would re-
verberate far beyond the campus.

“It’s so important for Morgan to be a resident on the penthouse lev-
el of research, because there’s no other institution on that floor like 
it,” Wilson said.

Black and Hispanic workers remain underrepresented in science, 
engineering, and technology fields, and historically Black colleges re-
main a key pipeline for that talent. The institutions, which amount to 
just 3 percent of American colleges and universities, produce 25 per-
cent of all Black STEM graduates, according to the UNCF. They also 
produce more than 40 percent of Black recipients of advanced STEM 
degrees, according to the National Association for Equal Opportuni-
ty in Higher Education, or Nafeo, an umbrella group for historical-
ly and predominantly Black colleges. They do that despite enrolling 
many more low-income students, having far smaller endowments, 
and often lacking the sophisticated lab equipment their predomi-
nantly white counterparts enjoy. At Morgan State, for instance, four 
out of five science buildings are at least 80 years old.

Many R1 contenders start out at a significant disadvantage “be-
cause people with the resources have more capability to obtain more 
resources,” Borden said. Funding organizations tend to give money 
to well-known universities with a proven record of conducting re-
search. Those universities typically have grants offices and faculty 
members supported by research and teaching assistants. The Carne-
gie classification hasn’t created the resulting funding inequities, Bor-
den said, but simply mirrors those that exist in higher education.

This past fall, in a meeting facilitated by the Thurgood Marshall 
College Fund and the Mitre Corporation, Borden explained to rep-

resentatives of all the R2 HBCUs the process of moving up to R1, and 
heard their concerns about heavy teaching loads and other factors 
holding them back. Borden said he’d like to find a way to recognize 
institutions for more of the research they’re doing in the social sci-
ences and humanities, areas where HBCUs do considerable research 
that “doesn’t always bring in the big bucks.”

W
HILE INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH for HBCUs has increased in 
the past two years, it’s still dwarfed by the money going 
to predominantly white universities. According to the 
National Science Foundation, federal support for sci-
ence and engineering activities at HBCUs dropped by 

37 percent from 2009 to 2019, when adjusted for inflation. For higher 
education over all, the dip was 10 percent. The 2009 amount was bol-
stered by an infusion of government money following the 2008 re-
cession, relatively little of which went to HBCUs.

“Historically, HBCUs have been woefully underfunded compared 
to their peers. That catches up with you when it occurs decade af-
ter decade,” said Bruce Jones, vice president for research at Howard 
University. Howard was an R1 institution under previous Carnegie- 
classification systems that were in place from 1987 to 2005, but 
moved down to R2 in the 2005 update.

Most HBCUs were established to educate formerly enslaved people 
and have continued to be known for their emphasis on teaching and 
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“ It’s so important for Morgan to be  
a resident on the penthouse level  
of research, because there’s no  
other institution on that floor like it.”

C

Source: National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics

Who’s Bringing In the Biggest Bucks?
Of the 10 HBCUs receiving the most federal funding for science and engineering research,  
six (in bold) are R2 institutions, putting them within striking distance of the coveted R1  
designation. 

 
FY 2019, 

in thousands

North Carolina A&T State U. (Greensboro, N.C.) $22,704

Prairie View A&M U. (Prairie View, Tex.) $16,849

Tennessee State U. (Nashville, Tenn.) $16,670

Howard U. (Washington, D.C.) $16,016

Morgan State U. (Baltimore, Md.) $15,851

Morehouse School of Medicine (Atlanta, Ga.) $15,092

Florida A&M U. (Tallahassee, Fla.) $14,976

Meharry Medical College (Nashville, Tenn.) $14,256

North Carolina Central U. (Durham, N.C.) $13,506

Virginia State U. (Petersburg, Va.) $10,492
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al programs, upgrading labs, and increasing the staff to manage 
multimillion- dollar grants take a major, sustained financial commit-
ment, Martin said.

“It’s not cheap,” he said. “That means we have to continue to make 
the case to increase state appropriations that support our march to 
excellence and to R1 status.”

T
HE LEGACY of unequal funding runs deep. The Morrill Act of 
1862 established most of the nation’s land-grant colleges 
with the expectation that states would match federal contri-
butions. A second Morrill Act, in 1890, included historically 
Black institutions that had been cut out of the first law.

“States enthusiastically and routinely matched the 1862s, but they 
didn’t match the 1890s,” said Lezli Baskerville, president of Nafeo. “It 
turned out to be tens, maybe hundreds of millions, of dollars that the 
1890s are being denied for research.”

The settlement for Maryland’s four HBCUs, she said, could pro-
vide a blueprint for other HBCUs to push for the money they’ve been 
denied for decades. Last year a legislative committee in Tennes-
see concluded that the state had shorted Tennessee State Universi-
ty by as much as half a billion dollars since 1957, by failing to pro-
vide matching funds to the historically Black land-grant university. 
Meanwhile, it was paying more than required to the state’s predomi-
nantly white land-grant college, the University of Tennessee at Knox-
ville. Today, Tennessee State faces hundreds of millions of dollars in 
deferred-maintenance costs.

Moving from R2 to R1 is a “huge priority” for Tennessee State, ac-
cording to the university’s president, Glenda Baskin Glover. She said 
she’s optimistic that the money the state owes, for which she’ll be 

service. “The foray into the research area is relatively new for HBCUs, 
compared to other institutions,” Jones said. “We’re basically trying to 
play catch-up.”

To do that, “you not only have to attract top-notch research facul-
ty — you have to sustain them so you don’t have constant turnover,” 
Jones said. That requires reasonably competitive salaries and state-
of-the-art facilities.

Howard, a private institution in Washington, D.C., plans to expand 
programs in climate science and cybersecurity, and it’s hiring more 
faculty members across diverse disciplines who have a track record 
of bringing in research funding.

“We have faculty who have been funded on six different propos-
als,” Jones said. “Managing six grants can wear people out.” If a few 
prolific researchers retire, a university’s Carnegie status might take a 
hit. To encourage broader participation, Howard offers “minigrants” 
to allow researchers to pilot their studies and submit more-compel-
ling cases for funding.

Another HBCU in the race for R1 status is North Carolina A&T 
State University, one of the nation’s largest HBCUs, with some 13,000 
students. The institution, part of the University of North Carolina 
system, has a team that regularly pores over data and crunches the 
numbers to show how competitive it is with its peers, including those 
that have crossed over to R1. Since 2016 it’s been the top HBCU recip-
ient of federal grants for science and engineering activities, taking in 
$22.7 million in the 2019 fiscal year.

As colleges with more resources vie for the same pool of top faculty 
candidates, “we’ll have to up our game as well,” said the university’s 
chancellor, Harold L. Martin Sr.

Hiring more research faculty members, expanding doctor-

MORGAN STATE U.

Morgan State’s rocket lab works on a project designed to collect environmental data from the atmosphere.
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fighting this legislative session, will help build the infrastructure the 
university needs to be competitive.

The Biden administration’s stalled Build Back Better infrastruc-
ture plan contains $10 billion for minority-serving institutions, in-
cluding HBCUs, but the question of how the money would be split 
has created tensions between advocates for Black and Hispanic- 
serving institutions. Colleges would have to compete for the funds, 
which could help them upgrade aging and crumbling buildings and 
attract top faculty members.

Meanwhile, advocates for Black colleges continue to push for the 
HBCUs Ignite Excellence Act, which would provide money to help 
them upgrade their aging infrastructure.

Todd Simmons, a spokesman for North Carolina A&T, said he can’t 
deny that the race to R1 has created more competition among HBCU 
allies. “I’d be a terrible liar if I said there wasn’t, but we’re all cheering 
for one another on any successes,” he said. “The fact that we’re final-
ly getting the support we deserve” to expand cutting-edge research 
“is very encouraging.”

Wilson makes no apologies for saying he wants Morgan State, 
which rolled out the Twitter hashtag #R2NextStopR1, to get there 
first. But, he added, “if one of us crosses the finish line before the oth-
ers, I have no doubt it will be waiting there, extending its arm to wel-
come others.” 

Katherine Mangan writes about community colleges, completion ef-
forts, student success, and job training, as well as free speech and other 
topics in daily news. Follow her on Twitter @KatherineMangan.
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A Sharp Drop in U.S. Support  
for Historically Black Colleges 
When adjusted for inflation, federal science and engineering funding for HBCUs has declined 
37 percent since the 2009 fiscal year, compared with a 10-percent slide for institutions over 
all. 
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This content was paid for and created by Virginia 
Commonwealth University. The editorial staff of The Chronicle 
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VCU’s Medicines for All Institute  
is changing global health.

This is a story about a humanitarian 
project whose innovations are poised to 
change a global industry. It’s a story about 
how saving money can also save the 
planet. And it’s a story about how providing 
accessible, affordable medicine saves lives 
— but sharing knowledge will save more.

HEALTH IS NOT A PRIVILEGE. 
IT’S A RIGHT.

The Medicines for All Institute (M4ALL), 
based at Virginia Commonwealth 
University’s College of Engineering, is a 
global initiative that empowers access to 
safe, affordable and effective medications. 
The institute optimizes the production 
of prescriptions by creating lower-cost, 
self-sufficient, greener or more scalable 
manufacturing techniques. Everyone 
deserves access to lifesaving treatments, 
and M4ALL is designing processes that are 
affordable and efficient enough to take place 
anywhere on the planet.  

M4ALL began with a focus on HIV/AIDS. 
In early 2020, they also marshaled their 
resources to tackle the urgent new threat 
of the coronavirus pandemic. They are now 
working with the leading vaccine distributors 
to create better ways to treat the virus. VCU 
and Medicines for All are committed to 
fighting today’s toughest diseases by sharing 
breakthroughs with professionals around the 
globe at no charge. 

INTENSIFYING THE PROCESS. 
Medicines for All approaches health care 

with a disruption mindset, finding new ways 
to maximize efficiencies and minimize the 
costs. The institute optimizes each step in 
the process to generate results with fewer 
ingredients and less waste. Streamlining 
the chemistry helps create affordable, 
high-quality pharmaceuticals in the most 
remote areas of the world — bringing critical 
capabilities to the communities that need 
them most. 

M4ALL reduces costs by using common 
ingredients that are easily available 
worldwide and implementing creative 
pathways that accelerate throughput and 
increase yields. The new chemistry benefits 
existing operations by requiring fewer steps 
and producing less waste. Several drugs 
around the globe are already being made 
with enhanced formulations from VCU’s 
Medicines for All Institute.

The institute is also leading the 
advancement of continuous pharmaceutical 
processes, which convert raw materials into 
formulated products in a never-ending flow. 
By avoiding the stops and starts of traditional 
batch methods, the final outcomes are more 
efficient and generate significantly less 
environmental waste. Because continuous 
systems reduce variations, they can also 
result in better-quality and more consistent 
pharmaceuticals.

DIVERSIFYING SOURCES. 
The need for geographic diversity in the 

supply of lifesaving prescriptions is more 
important now than ever before. That’s why 
VCU and Medicines for All are committed 
to making new discoveries and sharing that 
knowledge widely. Together, they are training 
the next generation of health professionals in 
methods that revolutionize affordable, high-
quality treatments. With VCU’s international 
prestige and Medicines for All’s partnerships, 
they are improving the availability of global 
resources that fight disease.

SECURING SUPPLY.
The ability to source medicines 

domestically has also become an urgent 
need in the United States. Of the more than 
4 billion health-related drugs dispensed in 
the nation each year, only around 20% were 
made in the country. Even before COVID-19, 
it was becoming increasingly apparent 
that the U.S. had little independence in the 
pharmaceutical manufacturing arena. To 
prevent national shortages, M4ALL has 
joined forces with industry leaders to bring 
the supply of important treatments and their 
ingredients back to the United States.

INFUSING PRACTICE WITH PROGRESS.
Fueled in part by Medicines for All’s success, 

VCU formed the nation’s first Ph.D. program in 
pharmaceutical engineering. The doctoral pro-
gram, a collaboration between VCU’s School 
of Pharmacy and College of Engineering, 
focuses on conducting research and training 
students in areas of drug development, such 
as continuous manufacturing and innovative 
drug delivery systems.

Honed by their training with VCU’s 
internationally recognized faculty — and 
immersed in the demands of real-world 
research — these pharmaceutical engineers 
will be part of the next generation of health 
care pioneers. Advancing skills and ideas 
that can only be dreamed of today, this 
emerging workforce will help ensure that our 
big ideas continue to change the world.

Medicines for All is a powerful example of 
how VCU is transforming an industry. Check 
out all the ways they’re making an impact.
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Students find policies inconsistent and confusing. They have a point.

BY BECKIE SUPIANO

The Attendance 
Conundrum 



NATE KITCH FOR THE CHRONICLE



S
ARAH CRAIG was frustrated. In late September, a vice provost 
at Georgetown University, where Craig is a junior majoring 
in culture and politics, sent the student body an email with 
the subject line “Important Information on Your Classes.” 
Professors, it said, had been asked to accommodate Covid 

19-related absences. But the university was committed to an in-per-
son semester. When students miss class for other reasons, it read, in 
bold: “You should not expect that you will be able to participate syn-
chronously (i.e., Zoom) in a class designated as in-person, nor should 
you assume that you may miss class and make up the material asyn-
chronously without an approved reason for doing so.”

For Craig, who has a disability, remote instruction proved it’s pos-
sible to make classes accessible. It stung to see her university walk 
that back once in-person instruction resumed.

So Craig, who is on the staff of The Georgetown Voice, a student 
news magazine, wrote an opinion essay this past fall laying out her 
concerns. “Of course, professors are supposed to accommodate for 
Covid-related absences; considering the methods of accommodation 
are up to individual professors, however, these accommodations can 
be far-ranging and often inadequate,” she wrote.

And Covid, she continued, is hardly the only good reason stu-
dents might have for missing class. “Sometimes, students have a cold 

and need to take DayQuil. Sometimes, students wake up feeling de-
pressed and need to lay in bed all day. We shouldn’t feel like these 
reasons are invalid simply because they cannot be supported by a 
piece of paper.” (Asked to comment on Georgetown’s attendance pol-
icy, a university spokesman sent announcements it had made, in-
cluding a recent one stating its expectation that students “be present 
on campus to take classes” this semester, with limited exceptions.)

A growing chorus of student opinion essays is taking aim at atten-
dance policies. This fall, the University of Arizona’s student paper 
ran one with the headline “Why Is Attendance Still Mandatory in 
2021?” An essay in the Indiana Daily Student argued that professors 
should let students miss class to support their mental health. Wash-
ington Square News, a student paper at New York University, ran one 
titled: “Mandatory Attendance Policies Are Irrational and Ableist.”

Add attendance policies to the list of higher-education practices 
coming under new scrutiny in the pandemic. To be sure, student col-
umnists have taken issue with them before. But the landscape is dif-
ferent now: Most students have attended class online; many have had 
absences due to Covid. That’s led to new questions: Why, after slog-
ging through Zoom U., can’t they use that technology again when 
they need to? Why aren’t other health issues — including mental 
health — treated with the same flexibility as Covid is? Why does ev-
ery professor seem to handle attendance differently?

As a new semester opens against a backdrop of yet another surge in 
Covid cases, those questions have only grown more urgent. Students 
who have Covid aren’t supposed to come to class, or to be penalized 
for missing it, points out Anu Mishra, a sophomore political-science 
major at North Carolina State University who wrote an essay arguing 
that all classes should have an online option. But students who are 
exposed to Covid have to work out a plan with individual professors, 

who may well tell them to come to class anyway. Mishra is vaccinat-
ed and boosted, but she knows she could still get and spread Covid. 
Coming to class after an exposure seems irresponsible to her, but, 
she wrote, last semester she felt forced to.

“There is just so much that students are dealing with right now,” 
Mishra said in an interview. “The last thing that they should need 
to worry about is being penalized if they don’t come to class. There 
is just such an easy and quick solution to that, and it’s not like these 
universities don’t have access to the resources that they need to lives-
tream a class or to literally just turn on a Zoom camera.”

A
TTENDANCE POLICIES are always a bit of a balancing act. Show-
ing up doesn’t ensure students will succeed in a course, but 
it’s widely seen as a good first step. Ideally, courses are de-
signed such that students’ presence supports their class-
mates’ learning, as well as their own.

So generally speaking, colleges expect students to go to class. But 
there were always going to be illnesses and accidents, family emer-
gencies, and other understandable reasons why students couldn’t 
make it. That is where it gets a little complicated.

For the most part, colleges set broad parameters for attendance 
and have processes to handle accommodations, such as for disabil-
ities. Some programs — nursing, for example — have particular at-
tendance requirements because of licensing. But the particulars of 
attendance policies are usually left to professors.

Professors have a variety of philosophies on the subject. Some ar-
gue that strict attendance policies inhibit trust between them and 
their students. Many dislike being in the business of adjudicating 
whether students’ reasons for missing class meet a particular bar. 
Others see attendance policies as a way to help steer students — es-
pecially those living independently for the first time — toward choic-
es in their own best interest. And there is some evidence that stricter 
attendance policies are correlated with better attendance and that 
absences are negatively correlated with grades.

Once they determine their goals, professors have lots of levers 
to work with. They can take attendance, or not. Reward participa-
tion with points. Punish absences by docking points. Allow a certain 
number of absences, whether excused or no questions asked. Handle 
makeup work in a variety of ways.

With so many possible combinations, attendance policies are all 
over the map.

Jesse Stommel stopped tracking attendance a decade ago. Stom-
mel, a teaching assistant professor in the writing program at the Uni-
versity of Denver, is known for his work in critical digital pedagogy 
and his emphasis on trusting students. “I’d say there’s nothing objec-
tive about attendance policies at this particular moment,” he wrote 
in an email. “They can’t measure engagement or participation or mo-
tivation. They become a proxy for the amount of difficulty a student 
is dealing with in their lives. And the students struggling the most 
will be the ones least likely to feel comfortable asking for exceptions 
to an attendance policy.”

Martha Oakley teaches large chemistry classes at Indiana Univer-
sity at Bloomington, where she’s a professor and associate vice pro-
vost. A champion of active learning, she thinks it’s paramount for 
students to participate in class, where they solve problems in small 
groups, like scientists do.

Her current approach to attendance grew out of working with the 
university’s disability services to support a student with a health 
condition. The office, Oakley says, suggested allowing the student 
to miss class, so long as she could attend 80 percent of the sessions. 
If the student had to miss more than that, the office suggested, they 
would need to discuss alternative arrangements.

Since that experience, Oakley has put the same policy in place for 
everyone. Sometimes, Oakley said, a student just has too much going 
on to finish a course as planned and needs to drop it.

A college might argue that the variation in attendance policies is 
a feature, not a bug. Professors, after all, should know better than 
anyone what it takes to succeed in their particular courses, and how 
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“ Attendance policies ... can’t measure 
engagement or participation or 
motivation. They become a proxy for 
the amount of difficulty a student is 
dealing with in their lives.” 
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much the classroom experience depends on having a quorum. Miss-
ing a class means something different in a lab or studio course; offer-
ing makeup work is much harder in a class with hundreds of students 
than in one with a dozen. Faculty developers sometimes argue that 
the best way to encourage attendance is to make class time mean-
ingful to students. That’s a good teaching goal — but surely harder to 
achieve in some courses than others, depending on the group of stu-
dents taking it and whether they’re predisposed to find a class inter-
esting or important or are there to check a box.

For students, though, attendance-policy-as-pedagogical-choice 
means that missing a few days of class can require deciphering four 
or five different policies — not to mention the unpredictable ways 
specific instructors enforce them.

S
OME COLLEGES HAVE TRIED to provide a more unified approach 
in the face of the pandemic. Take the University of Arizona. 
In March of 2020, right as the pandemic upended American 
higher ed, the university updated its official absence policies 
to align with the CDC’s Covid guidance. Students who are 

sick, symptomatic, or in quarantine or isolation are directed through 
a series of official steps. Students who follow them, the policy states, 
should not be penalized for missing class.

Then the university took a broader look at its attendance policies, 
forming a work group to craft recommended language for professors 
to include in their syllabi. It asks instructors to “reiterate verbally and 
in writing your support for students to miss a small number of class-
es (up to the equivalent of one week of classes) for illness or other life 
challenges, provided that they communicate with you about the ab-
sence (if possible).”

In a memo communicating these guidelines to the faculty, the pro-

vost, Liesl Folks, wrote, “I ask that instructors make every effort to 
work with and provide modifications for students who cannot come 
to class due to illness.” Suggestions for doing so include having stu-
dents Zoom in to live lectures or watch recordings of class sessions, 
and offering makeup exams.

That syllabus language is suggested, not required. The author of 
the student opinion essay asking why attendance was mandato-
ry worried that it still could be difficult for students to catch up on 
missed classes — and that professors might revert to stricter atten-
dance policies.

Most professors have understood the university’s approach, Folks 
said, and there hasn’t been much pushback. There have been in-
stances of students missing class due to Covid and realizing one of 
their instructor’s policies didn’t match the university’s overall ap-
proach. That’s not because professors have been against the recom-
mendations, Folks said, but because they hadn’t been aware of them, 
given everything else they’re trying to juggle.

The pandemic, Folks said, has underscored that American higher 
ed — and the country in general — “doesn’t have a very good culture 
around people staying home when they’re sick.” A policy that docks 
points each time a student misses class certainly pushes in the other 
direction.

For students, the past two years have shifted norms around what 
“going to class” could look like and what reasons for missing it make 
sense. But unless an overwhelming majority of professors adopt a 
more flexible approach, students are likely to remain confused and 
frustrated. 

Beckie Supiano writes about teaching, learning, and the human  
interactions that shape them. Follow her on Twitter @becksup.
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Covid jeopardized her shot at graduation.  
Would she make it?

A Student  
on the Edge 

 BY FRANCIE DIEP

T
HE LAST THING Olivia Trice needed during finals week was Covid-19. It was the 
fall of 2020, and Trice was a 21-year-old junior at Hawaii Pacific University, 
studying remotely from Washington, D.C., where she had gone to high school. 
The virus hit her hard. She couldn’t get out of bed, couldn’t even smell Febreze 
when she sprayed it up her nose. Yet eventually she recovered. She finished 

her classes, despite feeling “like I was dying”; tested negative; and flew back to Hono-
lulu to take a mix of online and in-person classes.

That’s when she started running into new symptoms: a clenching, nervy pain in her 
head, neck, and chest. A strange slowness to her thoughts. She would lose what she was 
saying midsentence while giving presentations. Words would slip her mind.

Like many others who have encountered the coronavirus, she had been left with linger-
ing symptoms, part of a newly described syndrome sometimes called long-haul Covid.
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Trice on campus at 
Hawaii Pacific U., 

where she studies 
multimedia cinematic 

production.

Olivia Trice is a senior 
at Hawaii Pacific 
U. Her demanding 
schedule, plus old and 
new health problems, 
including lingering 
long-Covid symptoms, 
made her reconsider 
whether to push 
toward graduating on 
time.



Even before the pandemic, Trice was often overwhelmed by all she 
had to do. She was a multimedia-cinematic-production major, and 
had landed production-assistant positions in movies and shows like 
Hawaii Five-0, Magnum P.I., and Godzilla vs. Kong. That meant gruel-
ing 12-hour days, and she built her class schedule around them.

When the pandemic temporarily shut down productions, she did 
freelance graphic design and started conceiving her own show — an 
important step, she thought, to achieving her dream of becoming a 
producer. Her hero was Shonda Rhimes, the creator of Scandal and 
Grey’s Anatomy, which Trice used to watch as a kid, sitting between 
her mother’s legs while her mom did her hair.

As a Pell Grant recipient responsible for paying her own way 
through college, cutting back on work never seemed like a good op-
tion. But her bout of Covid-19 made her rethink her hectic schedule. 
“If I couldn’t stop when I had a deadly virus,” she said, “what would 
be my final impetus to stop?”

Maybe college would be the best thing to pause.
The pandemic has been hard on everyone. Two years of flip-flop-

ping instruction and long stretches in quarantine are no one’s idea 
of the residential-college experience. For students like Trice who al-
ready face barriers to completing college, the disruptions can be a 
threat to getting their degrees.

College students nationwide have felt the strain of the pandemic. 
The number of first-time college students who earned their degrees 
has been rising steadily for years but stalled in 2019-20, according to 
data from the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center. (It 
rose again in 2020-21.) Among the students who started college in the 
fall of 2019, the fraction who persisted to the fall of 2020 fell by two 
percentage points, the greatest one-year drop since the center started 
tracking a decade ago. Among that group, historic gaps in persistence 
by race continued: About 65 percent of students who are Black, like 
Trice, stayed in college to their second year, compared with 79 per-
cent of white students and 87 percent of students of Asian descent.

A fundamental task of higher education is to guide students to the 
degrees that, in aggregate, lead to better lives. Covid-19 has made 
that task harder. A semester in Trice’s shoes illustrates how. Thou-
sands of students like her are weathering forces as small as a hard-
drive crash and as large as a pandemic. Trice’s story shows how easy 
it is, in 2022, to flirt with the possibility of leaving college altogether. 
What do colleges owe students who are dealing with steeper chal-
lenges than ever, including a brand-new syndrome whose effects 
may persist even when campus life is back to normal?

Thus Trice started the fall-2021 semester with a full course load, 
several work projects, a pre-existing cognitive condition for which 
she was receiving accommodations, plus a new condition that im-
peded her ability to think and analyze, the very skills that people 
come to college to hone.

The tidal pull of stopping college had never been stronger.

T
RICE has long been an achiever. As a young teen, she was cho-
sen for Black Girls Rock!, a mentorship program through 
which she got to meet Michelle Obama. She went to the Duke 
Ellington School of the Arts, a public, predominantly Black in-
stitution where students take a full load of high-school classes, 

then practice their art in the evenings. She was a theater student.
Her accomplishments came despite her neurological condition, 

which was diagnosed at the time as bipolar disorder. Later, because of 
her long-Covid symptoms, she underwent a brain scan that revealed 
she actually had damage from concussions she had received from ev-
eryday accidents — wiping out on a stone kitchen floor because she was 
wearing slippery socks, crashing an electric scooter — years before.

Both of her parents had master’s degrees, and emphasized the im-
portance of education. “It has been framed to me as the key to suc-
cess,” she said. After they divorced, her mom told her good grades 
would be more important than ever. Her dad was not helping pay for 

college, and Trice would need to get grants and loans. She applied to 
an Excel spreadsheet’s worth of scholarships. “I was, like, not throw-
ing away my shot,” she said. (She loved Hamilton.)

She chose Hawaii Pacific because she wanted a dedicated film pro-
gram near the West Coast, and she had a family history in Hawaii. 
Her paternal grandparents moved there in the ’80s, and her parents 
met there. Her mom went to Hawaii Pacific for undergrad, then the 
University of Hawaii for her master’s in public administration.

Four years in, Trice was still grateful for how Hawaii Pacific helped 
her get her foot in the door in a cutthroat industry. It was her adviser, 
Peter Britos, an associate professor and program chair for cinemat-
ic multimedia arts, who first sent out word of the opportunities on 
Godzilla vs. Kong. Hawaii’s entertainment scene is small, and Trice’s 
reputation for hard work soon kept the offers coming.

Being on set taught her another reason to pursue a degree. She was 
often one of the only Black women there. In the industry, “there’s 
not a lot of spaces created for us,” she said. “Unless I have this degree 
to back up my intelligence, my skills, I’ll never get the respect of my 
co-workers or my boss.”

It was important for her to graduate quickly as well. She depended 
on several institutional and outside scholarships, and she wasn’t sure 
they would cover her beyond four years. She was anxious not to take 
on large loans.

At the same time, because the jobs were a sign she was getting 

somewhere in the industry, she sometimes prioritized them over 
school. Her mom didn’t seem to mind. Even as K. Lynn Trice had 
stressed the value of an education, she believed in her daughter’s 
ability to reach her dreams, whatever path she took.

Britos advised Olivia to focus on finishing her education, and she 
took steps in that direction, getting a more low-key on-campus job 
while continuing to freelance.

Then Covid hit.

A
FTER GETTING COVID-19, Trice thought she could ease her-
self back into school by taking just two classes in a short, 
eight-week spring term. It didn’t work. “Those classes really 
kicked my ass,” she said. She got tired so easily, and started 
meting out her endurance like the precious resource it had 

become. She was hit with that nerve pain, which she described by 
scrunching her fingers.

One of the pandemic’s many legacies will be long-haul Covid, 
which includes symptoms that last four weeks or more after a coro-
navirus infection, according to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. The condition can affect even those who had mild or as-
ymptomatic infections. Common signs include shortness of breath, 
fatigue, and difficulty concentrating. Some patients have reported 
having long Covid for a year or more.

It’s not known what proportion of people who are infected with the 
coronavirus go on to develop long Covid. Estimates vary so widely, it 
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diagnostic criteria),” she wrote, “these numbers will likely increase.”
Long Covid, with its brain fog and fatigue, can make it especial-

ly hard to learn. And to the extent that Covid more frequently infects 
vulnerable people, long-haul will disproportionately affect those, 
too, who already face barriers to persisting in college — less-wealthy 
students, underrepresented minority students, students with dis-
abilities.

To deal with her new reality, Trice cut back on the PA work, but she 
still took on freelance assignments and acted as an extra in Amazon’s 
reboot of I Know What You Did Last Summer.

By August 2021, she had already made it through the spring-2021 
semester with long Covid. She started the 2021-22 school year feeling 
a mix of dark and light. She was still in pain, but college gave her an 
outlet to express her struggles.

She was taking four courses and an independent study. In the 
classes, she would be producing assignments that were pieces of 
her final, capstone project: an experimental, personal documentary 
about her own brain health.

“I’m, like, at the finish line,” she said, three weeks into the semes-
ter. “I can see graduation right across the way.” Plus, the moments of 
brain fog seemed to be going away faster than they used to.

Halfway through the term, the classes and deadlines intensified. It 
was exciting but also scary. The stress seemed to worsen Trice’s nerve 
pain. Sometimes it was unclear what was long Covid and what were 
symptoms of her concussive damage, which could also make it hard 
for her to control her emotions and respond calmly to setbacks.

She was undergoing a new treatment, repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation, or rTMS. Every day for five weeks, she went to a 
doctor to have an electromagnetic coil placed on her head, which 
delivered low-level magnetic currents to different areas of her brain. 
The treatment helped in the long run but could make it hard to fo-
cus if she had to go to class immediately after. Plus, with the doctor’s 
office an hour away from campus by bus, it was another demand on 
her time in her already-full semester.

When she felt bad, she missed some classes. It didn’t help that she 
had to attend class mostly in person. Last semester, when she didn’t 
feel well, she could sign on remotely, but often that option wasn’t 
available this term. She considered dropping a class again.

In early November, she had a graduation audit with Britos. She 
was on track to walk in May, so long as she completed this semester’s 
classes, took a full load in spring 2022, and took summer classes to 
finish some final, stray credits. Britos urged her to hang in there.

“As a parent, one of the things I know and was always concerned 
about was, you take time off, you may never come back,” he later told 
The Chronicle. He tried to imagine what he would want someone to 
say to his daughters, to his son. By their third and fourth years, stu-
dents have invested so much into their degrees. It was worth it to do 
their best to see the investment through, he thought.
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“  If I couldn’t stop when I had  
a deadly virus,” she said, “what  
would be my final impetus  
to stop?” 

Trice works in Hawaii 
Pacific U.’s media lab 

(right), one of many 
jobs she’s taken to 

pay for college. Riding 
the bus in Honolulu 

is Trice’s typical 
way of getting to 

appointments, work, 
and class.

suggests there’s much that science doesn’t yet understand about the 
syndrome.

Campuses that reported high case counts have seen limited but 
distinct evidence that long Covid is weighing down some students. 
In November 2021, before scientists detected the Omicron vari-
ant in the U.S., The Chronicle surveyed 15 large campuses. Nine re-
sponded, seven of which said they saw at least one student request 
accommodations for post-Covid symptoms. Three had more than a 
dozen.

Among them, Texas A&M University had the most detailed data 
to share. As of February 2022, student-health services had seen 67 
students for some kind of post-Covid condition, Martha C. Dannen-
baum, the student-health director, wrote in an email. She expected 
more to come. “As we learn more about long Covid (signs, symptoms, 



“Olivia — and this is typical — she’s like, ‘Steve Jobs, Bill Gates.’ 
They list all the ones that didn’t need a college degree,” he said. 
“That’s great. I don’t want to rule out that you can have that kind of 
trajectory. However, the baccalaureate degree, like the high-school 
degree before, breaks all kinds of glass ceilings that you don’t even 
see unless you don’t have it.” Often, he counseled students to get 
their master’s.

But for a student with so much to juggle, that kind of thinking 
didn’t mean much compared to the chaos of everyday life.

Days after the audit, Trice’s hard drive crashed, deleting all of the 
work she’d done as an undergrad. Maybe I won’t graduate on time. But 
then most of the drive turned out to be recoverable — for a $1,300 fee. 
One of Trice’s freelance clients lent her the money. Maybe I will. In 
the days before Thanksgiving, Trice stayed up into the night editing 
her personal documentary, finishing, at last, a long video sequence 
showing her doing aerial yoga, her main source of stress relief those 
days. The yoga was cut with scenes of her undergoing her magnetic 

brain treatment, underscoring all she had to deal with, as well as her 
path to healing.

She had often pulled all-nighters in high school and college. Her 
symptoms meant this one required more breaks than usual, but she 
downed green tea and pressed on. “At this point academics seems 
like a do or fail situation,” she said in a text message. “So now it’s just 
time to do.”

On December 17, she texted The Chronicle a photo of her computer 
screen, open to her academic file. She had one A- and four A’s.

“I made deans list :)” she texted.

B
UT ACADEMIC PROGRESS can be fragile.

In early January, days before spring classes started at Ha-
waii Pacific, Trice’s cousin, Elizabeth A. Hornbuckle, died 
suddenly, from an unexpected health issue not related to 
Covid. As a kid, Trice used to spend school breaks with Horn-

buckle and her family in Murray, Ky. The cousins would play video 
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games and entertain the kids at the day care their grandparents ran. 
Until her half brothers were born, Trice was an only child, and the 
Hornbuckles made her feel like “a bonus sibling.” Elizabeth was 19 
and had a fiancé and a baby boy.

Trice’s dad gave her money to buy the first one-way plane ticket she 
could find to Nashville, the nearest big city to Murray.

Trice helped to plan Hornbuckle’s funeral. She created a memorial 
video using skills she learned in college. Her cousin had been wear-
ing her hair naturally in recent years, and Trice liked to think she was 
Hornbuckle’s inspiration. But nobody at the funeral home, which 
was staffed by white people, knew how to style it. Some in Horn-
buckle’s family suggested a wig, since she’d worn them before. Trice 
wouldn’t stand for it. Against her family’s advice, Trice and her moth-
er, Lynn, volunteered to do Hornbuckle’s hair and makeup.

They had to do it in a vast, industrial-looking workroom. There was 
a cloth-covered box in the corner, which Trice at first was convinced 
held another body. She wept, and then she got to work, twisting 
Hornbuckle’s hair so that it would hold curls the next day.

Trice’s first day of class was the next day, so she emailed the acces-
sibility office, where staffers told her to contact her instructors. Her 
professors had bad news. As of the fall of 2021, the university was no 
longer offering hybrid synchronous online classes.

“I find that extremely dumbfounding,” she said. “I don’t under-
stand why, especially during this uptick in Covid cases, that they are 
insistent on in-person classes.”

T
RICE HAD CHOSEN Hawaii Pacific University in part for its small 
size and personal attention from professors, but in some 
ways that could be a liability too.

Like many other small, private, residential colleges, Ha-
waii Pacific has struggled with enrollment declines in re-

cent years. In the fall of 2014, it enrolled about 5,800 students. By 
2019, it had about 4,200. WASC Senior College and University Com-
mission, or WSCUC, is Hawaii Pacific’s accreditor. In its last letter to 
the university, dated February 2020, the agency described “signifi-
cant administrative turnover and reductions in faculty [and] staff,” 
“financial instability,” and “major enrollment declines and issues of 
retention.”

For the class of students that began in 2014, Hawaii Pacific’s six-
year graduation rate was 46 percent, much lower than the national 
rate of 68 percent for private nonprofit institutions. The completion 
rate for that cohort’s Black students was worse, 22 percent, compared 
with the national average of 43 percent for private colleges. Both Jen-
nifer E. Walsh, Hawaii Pacific’s provost, and Jamienne S. Studley, WS-
CUC’s president, noted that because the absolute number of Black 
students that Hawaii Pacific enrolls is so small — historically fewer 
than 20 per class — just a few departures can steeply skew the num-
bers.

In the past, Hawaii Pacific marketed itself more to visiting students 
who would stay for short stints, Stephen P. Ward, vice president for 
communications, wrote in an email. Since then, Walsh said, “We’ve 
done a better job of really positioning our first-time, full-time fresh-
man outreach to those who are serious about completing their de-
gree program, so that we’re not just a study tourism destination.” The 
accreditor’s latest team visit report concluded these efforts are work-
ing to increase graduation rates. The university’s absolute grad rates 
are now higher than the average for the WSCUC region.

But supporting students during a pandemic; understanding and 
accommodating complex and new disabilities, such as long Covid; 
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“  I’m in a space where I’m  
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encouraging students on the edge to stay in school; and preventing 
coronavirus infections — all that takes people and money, assets 
that Hawaii Pacific and colleges like it would seem to be short of.

Unlike many other small colleges, however, Hawaii Pacific has 
seen enrollment boom during the pandemic. The freshman class 
increased 7 percent in the fall of 2020, then 52 percent in the fall of 
2021. Walsh attributed the successes to several factors. College visits 
going virtual actually seemed to have helped, because families that 
otherwise might not have been able to come to Hawaii could now see 
the campus on an even playing field with colleges in the continental 
U.S. In addition, the university has frequently been ranked among 
the most diverse in America, a draw for some students. The student 
body includes significant numbers of people of mixed-race, Asian, 
and Native Hawaiian descent.

“Thankfully, the pandemic has not impacted our bottom line,” 
Walsh said. “Our finances have been strong. Our enrollments have 
been going like gangbusters, and actually, our accreditors are 
coming back in early February, and we’re excited to show them all 
that.”

Some saw growing pains with the many fresh new faces, however.
In March 2021, in a video produced by the Black Student Union, a 

few freshmen members shared that they had been surprised to find 
“diverse” didn’t mean they would have many Black peers. They said 
they felt uncomfortable and stared-at on campus. One advised pro-
spective Black students not to enroll. The university disputes many 
of the specific claims that students make in the video, and indeed, in 
many cases, the students seem mistaken: for example, about the per-

ceived predominance of white students 
on campus. (The largest proportion of 
undergraduates, 25 percent, identify as 
two or more races.) But the overall sen-
timent of the video rang true for Trice. 
“There’s a shared experience among 
Black students at HPU, where we get here 
and we hear a lot about pono and aloha 
and we are not extended the same pono 
and aloha,” she said, referring to the Ha-
waiian words for righteousness and love.

MaryLou DePondicchello, who 
worked in the accessibility office from 
2017 until she resigned in November 
2020, recalled being assigned more and 
more work, while budget constraints 
kept the university from hiring more 
staffers. Walsh acknowledged that surg-
es in student demand for accessibility 
services “certainly have stretched us a 
little bit,” but she said that the universi-
ty bought software to help with paper-
work and recently approved an addi-
tional hire.

DePondicchello recalled that some 
professors could be reluctant to offer Trice and other students their 
Americans With Disabilities Act-required accommodations, such 
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as extended deadlines and leeway on 
class attendance. “I just was battling 
to have these students get their ac-
commodations,” DePondicchello said. 
“That was one of the reasons why I 
left. The big reason why.”

Walsh didn’t think the problems De-
Pondicchello encountered were wide-
spread. “I have no doubt that over the 
many years she was with us, she en-
countered some faculty who weren’t 
fully educated yet on what accommo-
dation requirements were necessary 
or how that process worked,” Walsh 
said. But: “If there were a systemic 
problem, I would have heard about it 
and definitely stepped in.”

“It was never flagged for me as a sys-
temic issue, or my predecessor,” she 
said.

Halfway through her time in Ken-
tucky, Trice texted: “I’m in a space 
where I’m questioning even pushing 
myself to be in an academic commu-
nity that doesn’t truly seem to care 
about my well-being.”

One professor defied administra-
tive edicts. Britos sent Trice a Zoom 
link for his cinematography workshop, 
which was the day of Elizabeth Horn-
buckle’s burial. Trice signed on and 
introduced herself, but then was over-
come by grief and had to log off.

University leaders banned Zoom 
classes because they believed stu-
dents not in the classroom would be 
counted as distance learners, and 
most of Hawaii Pacific’s programs 
are accredited for in-person learn-
ing. Students who needed to be out 
for quarantine and isolation could 
watch lectures or get class materi-
als online, but only asynchronously. 
Trice said that wouldn’t work for her 
because she found it too difficult to 
follow technical video-editing classes 
without being able to ask questions in 
real time.

Administrators may not have need-
ed to take such a hard line on hybrid 
classes. Because of the pandemic, the 
Department of Education is currently 
allowing for flexibility around in-per-
son programs teaching online, said 
Studley, of the accreditor. About Ha-
waii Pacific, she said, “We think there 
may be a misunderstanding of what 
they may do at this time.”

Walsh noted that university lead-
ers had also hoped that getting stu-
dents back into the classroom would 
improve grades, which fell during the 
Covid, and reduce the rate of incom-
pleted classes, which rose. “It was re-
ally more for student learning and less 
about regulatory compliance,” she 
said. “It was about making sure that 
our students were getting the best ed-
ucation that we can possibly deliver.”

To Trice, the administrative re-
sponse felt “robotic.” “It has complete-
ly become just education and academ-
ics and meeting these milestones,” she 
said. What about life? What about the 
enormous burden of death that the 
U.S. has borne over the past two years? 
The human side of things felt very far 
away.

In an email, Walsh suggested to 
Trice that if she planned to miss more 

than two weeks of class, then she 
should consider taking a leave of ab-
sence.

Trice was angry at first. She’d tried 
so hard. She’d emailed with admin-
istrators and professors even as she 
helped prepare her cousin for her fu-
neral. She wanted to graduate on time. 
Her family wanted her to graduate 
on time. Elizabeth would want her to 
graduate.

But then she thought about it. She 
thought about it all on the long plane 
ride home to Hawaii.

T
RICE LANDED IN HONOLULU to a 
warm, golden afternoon. She 
had journaled during the 
flight, writing out her options 
in purple pen. She could drop 

a few classes. She could withdraw ful-
ly, and “Go Be Free.” She wrote at the 

top of one journal page: Let it go let it 
go let it go let it go.

She decided to take a leave of ab-
sence.

Sitting cross-legged on a low con-
crete wall at Kaka’ako Waterfront 
Park, overlooking the Pacific, she ex-
plained her decision.

“I was weighing the different sce-
narios,” she said. “Taking it full stop 
won out every time because I don’t 

want to have all these incomplete ob-
ligations. I have a lot of times where 
I have one foot in school, one foot in 
freelance, taking all these opportuni-
ties, and I don’t want to be all over the 
place because the more I’m all over 
the place, the less I’m centered and fo-
cused on my own health and well-be-
ing.”

The next day was the last for stu-
dents to drop their classes and get a 

full tuition refund. Trice started the 
morning with acupuncture and cup-
ping, a traditional Chinese medicine 
practice that left visible bruises on 
her back. At noon, she had a meet-
ing scheduled with Britos. Not that 
she needed his advice. She had made 
her choice. “If he somehow convinc-
es me to stay,” she said on the way to 
campus, “you’ll know he’s magic.”

She and Britos disappeared for 
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an hour, then re-emerged, chatting. 
Trice had decided — contrary to her 
previous conviction — that she would 
take one or two classes this semester, 
those that are only offered in spring 
terms. Britos had laid out vividly for 
her how much longer her graduation 
would take if she didn’t do so.

She just needed to check with finan-
cial aid about how much it would cost.

The financial-aid department was 

about a half-mile walk from the main 
campus, in a glassy office building. 
Along the way, Trice talked about 
how much Britos had meant to her 
over her time at Hawaii Pacific. He 
was the first person ever to call her a 
producer.

She took a side route into the office 
building, winding along a small path 
between the reflective glass walls and 
plantings. Inside was a DMV-like set-

up of cubicles. Trice was called up 
quickly.

If Trice took fewer than 12 credits this 
semester, she would lose her institu-
tional scholarships, a staffer explained. 
Did it matter if it was for a medical rea-
son? Trice asked. She would be under-
going more magnetic brain-stimula-
tion treatments for her concussion and 
long-Covid symptoms. Her doctor had 
suggested she take time off.

It didn’t, no. Trice had a need-
based grant and a provost’s scholar-
ship from Hawaii Pacific, and both 
were only for full-time students.

Her Pell Grant would be reduced, 
the financial-aid staffer went on. The 
status of her outside scholarships de-
pended on their funders; she would 
have to talk to them. Only her stu-
dent loans were sure to continue as 
usual.

So how much would she be on the 
hook for?

The financial-aid staffer didn’t know. 
She’d have to ask the business office. 
They could run the calculations for her.

When their conversation was over, 
Trice walked across the office and 
out the door. She didn’t want to talk 
to anyone else. She didn’t want to see 
numbers. She didn’t want to think 
about it anymore.

Riding in a car, driving away from 
campus, she tapped out her leave of 
absence form on her iPad. She sent it 
to Britos with no explanation.

L
ATER, she was sorry she hadn’t 
written something to her 
professor. She worried it 
came off as “passive aggres-
sive.” She had just been over-

whelmed.

Back home that night, she was more 
settled. Her apartment was on the 
18th floor of a high rise surrounded by 
low buildings, and lights from the city 
shimmered far below. She lit a white 
candle and a stick of incense; she had 
taken some from Hornbuckle’s apart-
ment back in Kentucky.

Her late cousin, a high-school grad-
uate, never wanted to go to college, she 
said. “She found love, left Murray, had 
a baby. I feel like she lived a full life,” 
Trice said. “She really didn’t. She died 
way too young. But she, in a sense, ex-
perienced what she really needed in her 
lifetime.”

Now Trice was at a crossroads. She 
had arrived at decision points like this 
before, and had always chosen to keep 
to the college plan. Now she was alter-
ing it. For the first time, she was choos-
ing what felt good.

She had plenty to do during her se-
mester off. For one thing, she had 
received an offer to work again as 
a production assistant on the set of 
American Idol, which came to Hono-
lulu for one week every year. This year 
the show was offering more money 
than ever, $220 a day, and Trice would 
get to work one on one with an execu-
tive producer.

She estimated her likelihood of go-
ing back to school in the fall at “75, 80 
percent.”

“I do want this degree, even though 
I don’t 100 percent feel like I need this 
degree,” she said. “I do know that if I 
wanted to learn these things, I could. 
I don’t have to go to college.” She 
pointed to Blender, the open-source 
video-editing software, and how the 
internet is full of tutorials and text-
books.

“But I really do value my relation-
ship with my professors,” she said. “I 
feel like I can go to them with any idea 
and they’ll help me turn it into reali-
ty.” It would feel good to have Britos, 
DePondicchello, and others see her 
walk.

In a separate interview, Britos not-
ed that by submitting a formal leave 
of absence, Trice had shown she was 
making a deliberate, considered de-
cision, one designed for a return. The 
leave of absence would hold her in-
stitutional grant and scholarship for 
her. This wasn’t like the students Brit-
os had seen ghost his classes and the 
university, never to be heard from 
again.

But Trice was open to all kinds of 
possible endings to her story, includ-
ing ones that don’t involve her univer-
sity.

Francie Diep is a senior reporter cover-
ing money in higher education.
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LAST MONTH, 38 Harvard profes-
sors signed an open letter denounc-
ing their university’s renewed inves-
tigation of the anthropologist John 
Comaroff for charges of sexual and 
professional misconduct. While the 
letter’s main complaint was proce-
dural, it ended on a note of personal 
support: “We … know John Comaroff 
to be an excellent colleague, adviser, 
and committed university citizen.” 
The collegial character reference 
should by now be familiar to read-
ers of such documents. When Avital 
Ronell was under a similar investiga-
tion at New York University in 2018, 
a host of luminaries signed a letter 
(circulated among other scholars) de-
fending her from her former gradu-

ate student’s accusations. They had, 
they said, years of experience with 
Ronell as a scholar, and had “all seen 
her relationship with students.” After 
a lengthy list of Ronell’s intellectual 
accomplishments, the letter praised 
Ronell’s “grace … keen wit, and … in-
tellectual commitment,” as though 
no one clever and funny were capable 
of overstepping professional bound-
aries.

The second act of this drama is 
also predictable. After the University 
of Chicago legal scholar Brian Leit-
er leaked the letter for Ronell on his 
personal blog, Judith Butler wrote a 
letter to The Chronicle apologizing 
for signing it. She recognized that 
the signatories “ought to have been 
more fully informed of the situation” 
before seeking to influence NYU’s 
decision. Similarly, after widespread 
online censure of the Harvard let-
ter, 34 of its signatories published a 
retraction. “We were lacking full in-
formation about the case,” they said, 
remarking that they did not under-
stand the extent of the impact their 

action would have on their own stu-
dents.

What I find most interesting about 
reactions to the Harvard case beyond 
academe is commentators’ surprise 
that scholars of renown — “among 
the most accomplished and admired 
intellectuals in the world,” accord-
ing to the New York Times columnist 
Michelle Goldberg — would demon-
strate such poor judgment. Some of 
this is, to coin a German term, mere 
Efeuschadenfreude — the pleasure of 
seeing something bad happen in the 
Ivy League. But focusing on Harvard 
obscures the painful fact that all aca-

demics, famous or not, are capable of 
errors of judgment, especially when 
they instinctively fall in line with the 
opinions of their peers. A lengthy edu-
cation, it turns out, is no guarantee of 
rigorous, independent thinking — to 
say nothing of ethical behavior. The 
spectacle of celebrated scholars taking 
underinformed stances in public is an 
argument for more humility through-
out academe.

Acting foolishly now and then is hu-
man nature. The problem is that we 
scholars tend to assume we are im-
mune from errors of thought. North 
American academic culture (especial-

ly in the humanities) thrives on revo-
lutionary rhetoric: Its stars are those 
who can think in new ways, intellec-
tual radicals ready to overthrow past 
orthodoxies. It would seem to follow 
that the more successful a scholar be-
comes, the more capable they are of 
breaking away from the herd.

The opposite is true. Years of ap-
prenticeship and evaluation on the 
way to a tenured position, along with 
the extended emotional adolescence 
this experience fosters, render aca-
demics docile. We learn to anticipate 
the reactions our superiors will have 
to our work, our teaching, even to 
the way we spend our free time. We 
learn to ward off potential criticism, 
especially from those whose scholar-
ly work intersects with our own, since 
it is their opinions that will count 
the most for continued employment. 
We rebel only in ways we know will 
be palatable to a substantial cohort 
of our peers. True iconoclasts have 
a tendency to find their way to the 
door.

IT WOULD BE HARD to prove it, but I 
suspect that academe’s inclination 
toward groupthink has been made 
worse by a series of developments in 
the past decades. The collapse of the 
academic job market means scholars 
spend a lengthy amount of time on 
the defensive. The growth of the grant 
system in the humanities extends 
this survival mode beyond tenure, 
since peers review grant applications 
and can use that influence to pursue 
their political ends and settle person-
al scores.

The most powerful factor, however, 
is social media. Scholars who might 
have presented themselves to their 
field only a few times a year at confer-
ences now spend enormous amounts 
of energy crafting and maintaining 
public profiles, some of which are vis-
ible to the entire world. The marriage 
of social media and university life 
is not always a happy one. Academe 
used to have spaces that were primar-
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ily devoted to experimentation: The 
classroom and the conference allowed 
people to try out new ideas, face op-
position (friendly or not), and sharp-
en arguments accordingly. Now, both 
classroom instruction and conference 
presentations can be made available 
to the general public in real time. Even 
when well-intended, this immediate 
translation to the public sphere means 
that scholars are justifiably anxious 
about presenting work that is vulnera-
ble to attack.

The situation after publication is 
not much better. Social media can be 
used to spread news about a new arti-
cle or book, but also invites immedi-
ate commentary. I have seen schol-
ars tearing apart a colleague’s book 
online right after publication, before 
they could have had time even to 
read the entire work — thus shaping 
the field’s perception of it long before 
anyone else had a chance to make up 
their own mind. Even the harshest re-
views used to take a year or two to go 
to press.

The awareness that any intellec-
tual position can be, within min-
utes, reduced to a flat caricature and 
widely denounced leads to a reason-
able unwillingness to express in-
dependent thought. Disputes that 
might previously have taken place 
within an academic field, or inside 
one’s own university, now have the 
potential to be publicized on a large 
scale.

On the positive side, this means 
that questionable or arguably uneth-
ical actions can come to light more 
quickly, as in the case of clubby let-
ters in support of powerful professors 
accused of abuse. But less powerful 
people are, if anything, more like-
ly to be cowed by the threat of social 
opprobrium, since they will not have 
the same networks of support to fall 
back on. Their livelihoods may be at 
stake; their mental well-being defi-
nitely is. Psychological research shows 
the close relationship between so-
cial exclusion and physical pain, but 
we can find can an especially vivid, 
and famous, example in the very ear-
ly period of the modern university in 
Paris, in the life of another teacher 
who ignored professional boundar-
ies. The 12th-century philosopher Pe-

ter Abelard was castrated by his wife 
Heloise’s family after he seemed to 
abandon her, a humiliating, traumat-
ic attack he described in his History of 
My Calamities. But a few years later, 
when he was forced to burn his own 
book at the Council of Soissons, he 
decided that being mutilated was eas-
ier to bear than cancellation, medie-
val-style: “I mourned the harm to my 
reputation much more than the harm 
to my body.”

THE OUTCOME of these factors is that, 
by training and nature, academics 
have a tendency to conform, and to 
do so quickly, without reflection. This 
can mean signing a group letter or 
petition in favor of people or causes 
they do not have enough information 
to judge, or accepting the hand-me-
down opinions of their peers without 
question. Academics, in short, are at 
least as poor arbiters of character as 
everyone else is. We have an alarming 
tendency to accept a number of falla-
cies.

Fallacy 1: People are who they say 
they are. They are not. Anecdotally, 
it is a good idea to assume the oppo-
site could be true, especially in cases 
where an individual makes a name 
out of being an intrepid fighter for vir-
tue. People who build a moral plat-
form are sometimes trying to deflect 
from their own lapses. A politician on 
a crusade against the misuse of cam-
paign funds will often turn out to have 
used their own campaign funds in 
some sordid manner. Likewise, the 
scholar who throws around accusa-
tions of intellectual theft willy-nil-
ly may turn out to have copied their 
prose from Wikipedia. The examples 
are many.

Fallacy 2: Your own interactions 
with a person are representative of 
everyone’s experience of them. In 
fact, we tend to be both hyperaware 
of the power others have over us, and 
unaware of the power we have over 
others. This is why even scholars at 
the top of their field — protected by 
tenure, powerful university lawyers, 
and networks of influence — can 
imagine themselves victims of witch 
hunts. We do not know how someone 
behaves toward those less powerful 
than they unless we catch them un-

aware, or unless their targets trust 
us enough to tell us. They usually 
don’t.

Fallacy 3: Someone’s line of re-
search is indicative of their ethics. 
It can be — there are scholars whose 
behavior toward others is in harmony 

with their stated politics — but this is 
hardly a given.

Fallacy 4: Brilliance is equal to ex-
cellence in all respects. It is not.

Fallacy 5: Someone’s social iden-
tity is an index of their goodness, so, 
for example, a man can abuse grad-
uate students but a woman cannot. 
This myth is particularly painful for 
victims of people who seem like they 
could not possibly be offenders.

It should be clear at this point that 
my observations cut across method-
ological and political lines. Nor do 
I exclude myself from criticism. My 
logic suggests that I am as fallible 
to groupthink as any other; indeed, 
some of my worst decisions have come 
from letting others do my thinking for 
me. This is not a condemnation, but 
an appeal that we try to be as care-
ful in our professional lives as we are 
in our scholarly work. For years I have 
seen humanists defend their fields by 
claiming that we teach “critical think-
ing.” The cultivation of rational citi-
zens, capable of independently ques-
tioning and interpreting the world 
around them, is supposed to be one of 
the reasons our research and teaching 
are so valuable. But what is our work 
really worth if, after years of teach-
ing our students to think critically, we 
cannot do it ourselves? 

Irina Dumitrescu
is a professor of English  
and medieval studies  
at the University of Bonn.  
She is on Twitter @irinibus. 
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DESPITE the ever-growing cost of at-
tending college, one maxim still gen-
erally holds true: Higher education 
is worth the investment. The aver-
age lifetime earnings for those with a 
bachelor’s degree is $1.2 million high-
er than for those with only a high-
school diploma. Most colleges across 
the country are a sound choice for stu-
dents.

Unfortunately there are many ex-
ceptions. Thousands of institutions 
leave students even worse off than if 
they hadn’t enrolled in the first place. 
At nearly 30 percent of colleges, more 
than half of students earn less than 
high-school graduates 10 years af-
ter enrolling. At hundreds of colleges, 
more than 70 percent of students earn 
less than high-school graduates over 
that same time.

Colleges that serve students so 
poorly shouldn’t be able to continue 
operating with impunity, and there 

is a system in place to make sure they 
don’t: accreditation. A group of inde-
pendent regulators is charged with 
determining the quality of colleges, 
and only those institutions deemed 
worthy are given a stamp of approval 
— and all of the financial benefits that 
go along with it, specifically the abili-
ty for their students to receive federal 
student aid.

So why are so many institutions 
able to continue, year after year, to 
sell a shoddy product to unaware 
consumers with no repercussions? 
Simply put: The accreditation system 
is broken. Accreditors regularly ap-
prove colleges that have no business 
operating. Without major changes in 
the system, they will continue to do 
so. While the short-term consequenc-
es of these unmerited endorsements 
are bad — particularly for the stu-
dents who will probably have little to 
show for their time in college besides 
a heavy debt load — the long-term 
consequences could be devastating. 
Rubber-stamping inferior institutions 
devalues a college degree and threat-

ens the entire legitimacy of higher 
education.

The accreditors themselves must be 
held accountable — something that’s 
easier said than done. A recent exam-
ple shows why.

Several months ago federal recog-
nition of the Accrediting Commis-
sion of Career Schools and Colleges, 
or ACCSC, an accreditor of mainly 

for-profit colleges, was up for renew-
al. Every five years or so, each accredi-
tor is reviewed by staff members in the 
U.S. Department of Education and an 
independent commission, the Nation-
al Advisory Committee on Institution-
al Quality and Integrity. They make 
separate recommendations of wheth-
er an accreditor’s recognition should 
be renewed, and the deputy under 

secretary in the Education Depart-
ment makes the final decision.

ACCSC oversees 370 institutions 
that receive $2.8 billion in federal stu-
dent aid every year. In 2020, I conduct-
ed an analysis, with publicly available 
data, on the return on investment that 
accredited institutions offer their stu-
dents. It revealed that over a quarter 
of ACCSC-accredited institutions of-
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fer no economic ROI to most of their 
students, meaning they earned less 
after attending than someone with 
no college whatsoever. Even worse, 
a follow-up study showed 40 percent 
of ACCSC institutions left the aver-
age low-income student unable to 
meet this basic economic benchmark. 
ACCSC has been granting accredi-
tation to scores of colleges that are 
clearly failing their students.

How did the staff members of the 
Department of Education treat this 
dereliction of duty? They approved 
ACCSC with flying colors, stating that 
it is in full compliance. Which tech-
nically it is. The department’s com-
pliance checklist, which is limited in 
scope by laws and regulations, doesn’t 
concern itself with whether an accred-
itor’s institutions are failing students. 
The National Advisory Committee 
on Institutional Quality and Integri-
ty, known as Naciqi, has a little more 
leverage in this area, and indeed the 
organization raised concerns that too 

many ACCSC institutions were leaving 
students worse off. Even so, it was still 
encouraged by the Education Depart-
ment to focus on compliance issues 
— not outcomes — and, in response, 
Naciqi recommended a shortened re-
newal of only three years. The deputy 
under secretary will now make a final 
determination of how long ACCSC’s 
approval should be.

ACCSC isn’t the only dubious ac-
creditor. Data from the Education 
Department show that 920 accredit-
ed institutions — about 20 percent of 
all accredited institutions — graduate 
less than two-thirds of their students. 
Even students who do graduate from 
an accredited institution sometimes 
show little to no economic return for 
their educational investment. At least 
one-third of the graduates of more 
than 900 accredited institutions earn 
less than 150 percent of the federal 
poverty line, currently around $19,300 
per year.

If colleges with such poor outcomes 

continue to get stamps of approval 
from federally approved accreditors, 
the perception of postsecondary ed-
ucation as a good investment will di-
minish. Students and families, who 
can’t — and shouldn’t — be expected 
to distinguish between colleges that 
are worthwhile and those that aren’t, 
will instead turn against the high-
er-education system in general. Col-
leges that are doing right by their stu-
dents will face the consequences of lax 
accreditation.

That’s why college leaders should 
push Congress to make several leg-
islative changes. One is to require a 
basic threshold that colleges must 
meet in order to maintain accredita-
tion and access to federal student aid. 
A good bar would be that most of an 
institution’s students earn as much 
as non-collegegoers after they attend. 
Another needed change would be to 
give the Department of Education 
more authority to determine which 
outcomes are acceptable rather than 

restrict it to essentially enforce a con-
gressionally imposed compliance 
checklist.

There is a gap right now between 
how accreditation should work in the-
ory and how it works in practice. It’s 
in everyone’s best interest — everyone 
who is concerned about the future of 
higher education — to make sure that 
gap closes, and quickly. 

Michael Itzkowitz
is a senior fellow of higher  
education at Third Way, a think 
tank. 
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TODAY, a graduate student asked me 
to be on their dissertation commit-
tee. Of course, I am always honored by 
this request. It represents trust. It of-
fers the opportunity for an intellectual 
relationship based on a shared love of 

ideas and the prospect of discovering 
new knowledge. And because I spent 
my first 20 years at a university where 
my department granted only the 
B.A., I know that advising may lay the 
groundwork for a long-term friend-
ship, one that cultivates professional-
ism on both sides.

And then, when they mentioned an-
other potential committee member, I 
said bluntly that this individual was a 
known sexual harasser. So we agreed 

together that this was a no-fly zone 
and moved on to other options.

Before today, I would have wres-
tled over the decision to name a sex-
ual harasser. But, unlike the 38 Har-
vard faculty who initially signed a 
letter supporting the anthropologist 
and accused serial sexual harasser 
John Comaroff (34 have now retract-
ed), I like to have firsthand, accu-
rate knowledge about things I stick 
my nose into. Therefore, I will refrain 
from speculating why these profes-
sors rushed to protest a disciplinary 
outcome that is not (yet) career-end-
ing for Comaroff.

But I will tell you one true thing 
about what I do for a living: We facul-
ty generally know who the sexual ha-
rassers among us are.

If the lawsuit filed against Harvard 
this week in the U.S. District Court for 
the District of Massachusetts is even 
partially true (and let me be clear that 

I believe these women), Harvard, and 
before it, the University of Chicago, 
covered up the long-term psychologi-
cal torture of graduate students in an-
thropology.

Here’s a sample of what is alleged:

To another (“Harvard Stu-
dent 2”), his advisee, he com-
mented on her appearance; 
shared his attraction to other 
students (describing one stu-
dent as “beautiful” and an-
other as “out of [his] league”); 
recounted his sexual histo-
ry and sexual preferences to 
her in detail; and frequently 
shared sexual jokes that made 
her uncomfortable. He also 
winked at her in class, drank 
out of her water bottle in the 
middle of a course he was 
teaching, called her “my date,” 
and kissed her on the fore-

head without her consent — 
all in view of other students. 
He told her that three students 
at UChicago would say he had 
sex with them, but he branded 
them as “liars.”

But, as they used to say on the TV 
ads for the Ginsu knife, there’s much, 
much more. Here is a grosser allega-
tion:

On or about September 24, 
2017, Ms. Kilburn [a plaintiff] 
attended an annual brunch 
held at the Comaroffs’ house. 
Professor John Comaroff greet-
ed Ms. Kilburn with a hug and 
a kiss on the cheek and began 
singling her out for unwanted 
attention; he placed his hand 
uncomfortably low on her 
back to guide her through the 
room, expressed disappoint-
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ment that she was not drink-
ing alcohol, and touched her 
lower back again when he re-
turned with coffee.

When Ms. Kilburn went to 
leave the brunch, Professor 
Comaroff followed her. Ms. 
Kilburn bent to retrieve her 
bag, and when she stood, Pro-
fessor Comaroff had moved 
close to her. He again hugged 
her forcibly and kissed her on 
the mouth without her con-
sent. Ms. Kilburn pushed him 
away and wiped her mouth, 
only to find Professor Coma-
roff smiling at her.

I spared you the part where Coma-
roff allegedly pressed his face into a 
horrified student’s breasts and con-
fessed his impotence. And, oh yeah 
— there are two others in the depart-
ment, former department chairs, 
whom one might take such a com-

plaint to, if they, too, were not alleged-
ly sexual harassers.

The lawsuit says the plaintiffs tried 
to seek redress from the university for 
over a decade, but numerous facul-
ty members and administrators re-
fused to help them. In the absence of 
aid from the university, one wom-
an described a strategy of avoidance 
(which, by the way, is common among 
victims). She dropped a required 
course taught only by Comaroff or his 
wife, Jean, also a prominent anthro-
pologist, and shifted her academic fo-
cus. Such strategies were not always 
successful. The suit tells of a situa-
tion in which one victim saw Coma-
roff coming and tried to escape: As 
she held the door shut against him, he 
tried to force his way through.

The complaint describes profound-
ly disturbing behavior. Worse, I have 
heard it all before, from other stu-
dents, at other universities.

The complaint goes on, and on, 
and on, as does the description of an 
elaborate cover-up. Jean Comaroff 
is at the center of a forceful defense, 
radiating outward to include a list of 
prominent names in anthropology 

nationwide. Because one part of that 
defense was the now mostly retract-
ed letter of 38, one suspects that the 
puzzling narrative about an advising 
situation gone wrong may have origi-
nated with her.

Seventy-three Harvard faculty 
members, including the anthropolo-
gist Steven C. Caton, have responded 
with a letter of support for the stu-
dents. But the letter of 38 gutted me, 
even though so many have now re-
tracted their involvement. Why? Be-
cause so many of those people are my 
real friends, many of them feminists (I 
thought) whom I have known for de-
cades.

And now? I don’t know how to look 
you in the eye. I really, really don’t 
know how to look you in the eye.

THE 34 WHO RETRACTED issued a short 
statement saying they had not had 
all the information, something they 
might have thought about before they 
signed the initial letter. Early report-

ing explains that their objections to 
disciplining Comaroff were proce-
dural and “based on a media report,” 
which seems to omit their failure, as 
a group, to ask for the facts. They say 
that they now understand that this 
failure harmed students. But what did 
they not do?

Apologize.
So, OK. This one is a real eye-open-

er because what Harvard has clarified 
is what I know to be true at every aca-
demic institution: It isn’t just the ad-
ministration that covers these things 
up. It is the faculty. And we are all 
complicit if we do not begin to speak 
openly to our students about the re-
alities of sexual harassment. We need 
to tell them who the harassers are. 
Name their names. And, although 
faculty members take training to pre-
vent sexual harassment, students get 
no training on how to respond to it, 
except to put themselves in the pre-
carious position of asking for help 
from people who are likely to gaslight 
them.

So I talked to my students this 
morning and told them what sexu-
al harassment was, that they did not 

have to endure it, and that I would be-
lieve them if they came to me. I told 
them that if they were queer, trans, or 
of color, they were more likely to be 
targeted for harassment.

I also told them that I am a man-
dated reporter (I have a duty to report 
claims of sexual harassment), and 
that, if they wanted choices, I could 
show them how to access those choic-
es. Then I asked for questions. One 
student asked how to distinguish be-
tween sexual harassment and inno-
cent flirting.

“A professor flirting is sexual harass-
ment,” I said. “There is no such thing 
as innocent flirting aimed at a student 
by a member of the faculty.” Another 
student described a sensation familiar 
to many of us: freezing when groped. 
What to do?

I thought about it for a moment. 
“Punch him in the face,” I said. “Aim 
at the nose, because the impact will 
produce maximum pain and disfig-

urement, and you will be less likely to 
break your hand. Hit him as hard as 
you can because you may get in a lot of 
trouble, and you may not get a second 
chance.”

Because really, the big lie is that sex-
ual harassers can be “handled.” The 
reality? You have nothing to lose. 

Claire Bond  
Potter
is a professor of history at the 
New School for Social Re-
search.
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CAREERS

RIGHT NOW, your best midlevel manager is updat-
ing her résumé. Your hardest-working director is 
controlling his excitement after learning the salary 
range for a private-sector opening. 
Your most trustworthy entry-lev-
el professional is writing a resigna-
tion letter because her new corpo-
rate position doubles her pay and 
doesn’t require nights or weekends.

Two years of pandemic life have left cam-
pus staff members beyond burned out. They are 
done. And they are leaving or thinking about it in 
droves. I know because I was one of them. After 
nearly 13 years working in residence life — a field 
to which I was deeply committed — I left higher 
education last March for the private sector. The 

move increased my salary by 50 percent and cut 
my workload in half.

Since then, countless staff members have reached 
out on social media to ask about my 
job search and departure. When I led 
a couple of free webinars recently for 
people in higher education mulling a 
career change, more than 200 regis-
tered. In early February, I recounted 

what I heard in those webinars on a Twitter thread 
that attracted dozens of comments. Then in prepar-
ing this essay, I asked an online forum of current and 
former student-affairs professionals, “What do se-
nior leaders need to know about morale?” I quickly 
received hundreds of comments and pleas from staff 
members at every type of institution, office, and ex-

perience level. (They allowed me to share their com-
ments below but requested anonymity.)

The gist: Very little is keeping them at your insti-
tution. You are hemorrhaging talent and institution-
al knowledge. The pandemic has forced many labor 
sectors to fundamentally shift how they view work, 
and if campus leaders fail to do the same, no one will 
be left to help you “get back to the way things used 
to be.”

Here’s what staff members need their institutions 
to know, hear, and most important, act upon:

Stop engaging in mission-based gaslighting. Stop 
saying things like, “What did you expect to get paid? 
You work in education!” or “You should be grateful to 
still have a job,” or “We don’t get paid much, but it’s 

Your Best Employees Are Eyeing the Exits
To stay, they need better pay, reasonable hours, and an end to mission-based gaslighting.
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worth it to see a student’s growth.” By using the mis-
sion to make your staff members feel ridiculous for 
asking for a raise or better benefits, you are shutting 
down legitimate concerns. People are rapidly real-
izing they have a skill set that can be used elsewhere 
— in positions that benefit others without being sub-
jected to such treatment.

Cancel the curse of competence. Stop rewarding 
the highest-achieving professionals with more work 
and their lowest-achieving counterparts with fewer 
responsibilities. It’s just lazy management.

Embrace remote work. “Remote work is a reten-
tion effort,” one staff member told me. “Senior lead-
ers must adapt or they will continue to lose employ-
ees to remote-work opportunities.” Administrative 
reluctance to allow staff members to work from 
home stems from a misplaced understanding of 
what students actually want. For example, dozens 
of staff members in student affairs said their offices 
continue to offer students a choice between an on-
line or an in-person meeting even though students 
consistently choose Zoom. The result: Staff mem-
bers end up commuting to the campus and sitting 
in their offices, only to spend the entire day in on-
line appointments. One commenter lamented that 
her university shuts off VPN access during busi-
ness hours to force staff members to work on the 
campus. If you really care about meeting students’ 
needs, allow your staff to adjust their work lives to 
students’ preferences.

Redefine productivity. During the early days of 
Covid, your student-affairs team performed mir-
acles. They helped students on study-abroad trips 
return safely from around the world. They shifted 
orientation programming online and developed a 
slate of engaging online activities. They did all of 
this from their homes. If they could be trusted to 
accomplish such projects with no planning time, 
why can’t they be trusted now? One commenter 
wants “senior level folks to understand that produc-
tivity does not mean being in my office.” So, what’s 
more important? Productivity or presence? If pres-
ence is truly more important, those professionals 
whose work does require them to be on the cam-
pus should be well-compensated, as they are mis-
sion-critical, correct? Sadly, we know that is not the 
case. Our custodial teams, food-service workers, 
and residence-life staff members are routinely at 
the bottom of the salary scale.

Trust your in-house experts. The profession-
als who interact with students daily will tell you far 
more than a consulting firm — if you would only 
listen. As one staff member wrote in the online staff 
forum, “There is a big gap between who our senior 
leadership thinks our students are and who our 
students actually are.” Another professional sadly 

noted, “We are tired of being infantilized, micro-
managed, and treated as disposable.” Stop your 
“campus listening tours” if you aren’t actually going 
to listen. Stop asking for feedback if you can’t — or 
won’t — implement what you hear from your dedi-
cated but dejected staff.

Acknowledge emotional exhaustion. This af-
fects everyone but especially staff members who 
are underrepresented on the campus by virtue 
of their race, ethnicity, and/or gender. One staff 
commenter in the forum wrote: “I feel like we have 
not truly acknowledged the trauma, emotion-
al exhaustion, and despair we have experienced 
through the compounded crisis of a pandemic, up-
rising, insurrection, and [Asian American] hate. I 
have experienced the past two years with a mix of 
sadness, anger, and shock, but I don’t even have 
time to unpack it.”

Stop normalizing burnout culture. As one com-
menter in the online forum eloquently stated: “Do-
ing more with less is not something that should be 
normalized. Don’t expect a team that was cut in half 
to do what a full team did.” Another noted, “Our field 
used to have a ‘busy’ season, but our current work-
loads now feel like an endless August.” Consider how 
you praise staff members. Are the people who con-
stantly go above and be-
yond the only ones who 
earn your praise? One 
professional observed, 
“If you create a work 
force where martyrdom 
is praised, you incentiv-
ize burnout.”

Stop exploiting pas-
sion. As one staff mem-
ber noted, “They call 
us a ‘family,’ but have 
no policies, practices, 
or pay that actually reflect that value.” People fall 
in love with this work, but passion doesn’t pay their 
bills. Many people are making heartbreaking deci-
sions to leave their student-affairs “family” because 
they feel betrayed by the institution. As one such 
person stated, “The passion has continued to be ex-
ploited by the very institutions we served.”

Make staff retention as important as student re-
tention. We know student retention is top of mind. 
What if you took a similar approach to staff reten-
tion? You may have read a popular LinkedIn essay on 
10 reasons why employees stay. It listed factors such 
as “work has purpose and meaning,” “recognized 
and respected,” and “trust in leadership.” I asked 
my webinar participants to rank, on a scale of 1 to 
10, their college’s performance on each component 
and add up the total: The average score was only 

Marci K. Walton
served in various residence-life 
roles on college campuses for 
nearly 13 years, and most re-
cently as the associate director 
of residence life at Xavier Uni-
versity in Ohio. She left student 
affairs in January 2021 for a 
learning and development posi-
tion in the private sector. Con-
nect with her on Twitter  
@MarciKWalton. 

“ Our field used to have a ‘busy’ 
season, but our current workloads 
now feel like an endless August.”
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39.3 percent! Imagine if student-retention surveys 
showed your institution was doing only 39 percent 
of what was required to retain students. There would 
be no limit to the resources allocated to right that 
ship, because retention means money. How might 
your staff members rank how well you are trying to 
retain them?

Revamp the hiring process. As plenty of news 
coverage and unemployment reports have shown, 
the job market today favors candidates. The days 
when higher education could use benefits alone 
to lure professionals are over. The best people 
will take their talents to other fields with com-
parable benefits, higher salaries, and reason-
able work weeks. Candidates will no longer toler-
ate monthslong hiring processes. They won’t even 

bother to apply if you don’t post the salary range (as 
colleges routinely fail to do for staff positions). And 
if you don’t post the salary because it would reduce 
the size of your applicant pool, perhaps that is an 
important moment of reflection.

Stop managing, start leading. I am under no il-
lusions that any of these suggestions are easy to 
implement. You have competing interests, budget 
challenges, and looming enrollment cliffs. But you 
are a leader. If you make a decision that affects your 
team, you need to experience it yourself. For exam-
ple, many residence-life professionals noted that 
their senior leaders worked safely from home while 
staff members were asked to regularly interact on 
the campus with students who had tested positive. 
As one forum commenter wrote, “The pandemic has 

highlighted that we as workers are a commodity for 
the university.”

To the staff members still working long hours for 
your college: Thank you. If you don’t hear it direct-
ly from students, supervisors, or leaders, know there 
is a community of people out there cheering you on. 
Should you decide to leave higher education, you 
can find work where you will be valued and paid 
what you are worth. To those who stay, I wish you 
decreased workloads, reasonable hours, and the op-
portunity to feel joy again. You are doing tough, im-
portant work. Don’t lose yourself in the process.

Any senior leaders reading this far can of course 
take this advice or leave it. But know that plenty of 
other employers see the talent that you have left on 
your teams, and they are willing to pay for it. Can 
you afford not to change? 
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Assistant/Associate Professor (Tenure Track)  
Speech Language Pathology (22-23)

DePaul University Speech Language Pathology Program invites 
applications for two tenure-track Assistant or Associate Professors 
to begin July 1, 2022 DePaul University is committed to recruiting 
diverse faculty to complement the diversity of its student body and 
Chicago area communities.

The College of Science and Health is the third largest college 
at DePaul, enrolling over 3,000 students. The college includes 
programs in mathematics, psychology, physics and astrophysics, 
environmental science and studies, chemistry and biochemistry, 
biology, neuroscience, health sciences and nursing. 

Apply: https://apply.interfolio.com/88984

DePaul University is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer.

Term Faculty (Non-Tenure Track)  
Speech Language Pathology (22-23)

DePaul University Speech Language Pathology Program invites 
applications for a full-time, non-tenure track, Clinical Professor 
position to begin July 1, 2022.

DePaul University is committed to recruiting diverse faculty to 
complement the diversity of its student body and Chicago area 
communities.

The College of Science and Health is the third largest college at 
DePaul, enrolling over 3,000 students. The college includes programs 
in the natural and health sciences, including nursing and a developing 
Occupational Therapy program. 

Apply: https://apply.interfolio.com/90547

DePaul University is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer.

Vice Dean
College Of Osteopathic Medicine Of The Pacific-Northwest
Western University of Health Sciences (WesternU) is pleased to invite nominations and applications for the
position of Vice Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific-Northwest (COMP-Northwest). This
College and its California partner—College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific (COMP)—constitute one of
the nine colleges of WesternU. COMP was the founding college of WesternU in 1977.

The Vice Dean reports to the Dean of COMP/COMP-Northwest, administers a range of COMP-Northwest’s
academic operations, and provides support for its high quality and educational standards in regard to state,
regional, and national accreditations. The Vice Dean has the particular opportunity to contribute to COMP-
Northwest’s visibility in Oregon and in the City of Lebanon, to serve as a unifying force across COMP’s dual-
state operations, and to strengthen its commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

For 45 years,WesternU has had the singular mission of educating tomorrow’s health care professionals with
a combination of scientific excellence and a humanistic, compassionate approach to patient care. WesternU
has the broadest array of graduate health sciences colleges in the United States, and its alumni rank among
the top leaders in health care throughout the country and the world. Western U’s main campus in Southern
California—located in Pomona—is home to 3,500 students in nine health sciences colleges, 21 degree and
certification programs, and 1,100 employees. The second campus—WesternU Oregon—is located in Lebanon,
Oregon. At this campus, COMP-Northwest enrolls more than 400 students and is supported by nearly 100
faculty and staff.

TheUniversity seeks adynamicD.O.whohasgaineddistinctionas anosteopathic physician andeducator andwhohas
experience in medical administration at least at the level of Vice Dean, Associate Dean, or the equivalent. Full
informationon thepositionand the search is available at theAcademic Searchwebsite:www.academicsearch.org.
The appointment to the vicedeanship is expected to take effect in the summerof 2022.

Additional information about Western University of Health Sciences is available at
https://www.westernu.edu.

PROCEDURE FOR NOMINATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
Inquiries, nominations, and applications are invited. Review of candidates will begin immediately, and
expressions of interest will bewelcomed until an appointment ismade. To ensure full consideration, applications
should be received by Friday, April 8, 2022. Application materials should include a letter of interest, a curriculum
vitae, and names and full contact information for five professional, confidential references. Calls to these
referenceswill occur only later in the search process andonlywith prior notification of candidates. All submissions
will be treated in confidence andmust be sent electronically (MSWord or .pdf format) to:

COMPViceDean@academicsearch.org

The University and COMP-Northwest Search Committee are assisted by:
Dr. R. Stanton Hales, Senior Consultant

Academic Search, Inc.
rstanton.hales@academicsearch.org • 707-693-3106

In accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, WesternU is committed to ensuring a campus
community free from unlawful discrimination.Accordingly,WesternU prohibits unlawful discrimination on the
basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin, religion or religious creed, sex or gender (including gender
identity or expression), marital status, sexual orientation, disability, age, genetic information, military or
veteran status, or any other characteristic protected under applicable law, in the administration of its programs
or activities. WesternU also prohibits unlawful harassment, including Sexual Harassment. Lastly, WesternU is
committed to providing equal access to and equal opportunities to all members of its campus community in
accordance with all applicable laws

Rutgers University–Camden invites nominations and applications for the position of Dean of 
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FASC).  

Founded in 1926 as the South Jersey Law School, and joining Rutgers in 1950, Rutgers 
University–Camden is a leader in education and research. Rutgers–Camden enrolls over 6,700 
undergraduate and graduate students, employs more than 1,300 faculty and staff, and has over 
55,000 alumni. The institution is located in the University District of Camden, a city nationally 
known for its determination and resilience, in the heart of the metro Philadelphia region. 
An R2 University, Rutgers University–Camden boasts a unique student body, 25% of whom 
are first-generation students and more than 50% are from underrepresented racial or ethnic 
backgrounds. Rutgers University-Camden is also home to three other colleges: the School of 
Law, the School of Business, and the School of Nursing. 

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences is the largest unit on campus, comprised of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, the University College–Camden, and the Graduate School–Camden, and 
it and enrolls more than 4,100 students. Students in the College enjoy the advantages of a 
personalized liberal arts education as well as the opportunity to work closely with Camden’s 
distinguished faculty. The College’s small size enables the faculty to give students special 
attention in a comfortable intellectual setting, where they receive excellent preparation for 
graduate education, professional school, and the workplace. Students have a broad choice 
of majors and programs in the humanities, the arts, the social sciences, and the natural 
and physical sciences, including those in traditional liberal arts fields as well as more 
professionally-oriented courses of study.  The Graduate School-Camden offers 16 Master’s 
degree programs and three Ph.D. programs in a variety of disciplines, including the first Ph.D. 
program in Childhood Studies in the nation and competitive programs in Computational and 
Integrative Biology and Creative Writing.

Reporting directly to the Chancellor of the Rutgers–Camden Campus, the Dean has responsibility 
for 156 faculty members in 29 undergraduate programs and 18 graduate programs. The Dean 
manages the academic programs of Camden’s College of Arts and Sciences, University College, 
and Graduate School. In addition to Chairs and Directors of Centers, the following titles report 
to the Dean: Faculty of Arts and Sciences Director of Operations, Associate Dean for Faculty of 
Arts and Sciences Undergraduate Programs and University College, Associate Dean for Faculty 
Affairs, and Associate Dean for Faculty of Arts and Sciences Graduate School. 

The next Dean will embody Rutgers University–Camden’s core values, including the highest 
levels of integrity and empathy; a dedication to growing and fostering a vibrant, diverse, and 
inclusive community;  respect for—and support of—students, faculty, staff, administrators, 
alumni, and community members; a passion for creating opportunity and accessibility in 
education; innovative approaches to supporting research and learning; and  the clarity of 
vision and leadership to address the challenges and opportunities facing higher education in 
the decades to come. 

The ideal candidate will have a substantive fiscal and personnel management experience 
and a strong business acumen; a high level of cultural competency and a demonstrated 
commitment to the values of equity, inclusion, and social justice; a demonstrated record of 
cross-unit collaboration and successful delivery of inter-disciplinary programs; experience 
leading a complex organization; a successful track record of fundraising and institutional 
and community development; a foundational understanding of and deep respect for shared 
governance and faculty and student engagement; and a record of accomplishment engaging 
with and supporting local and regional urban communities. 

For best consideration, please send all nominations and applications to:

Shelly Weiss Storbeck, Managing Partner
Carly Rose DiGiovanni, Senior Associate
RUCamdenASDean@storbecksearch.com

For more information, please visit Rutgers University-Camden’s home page at
https://camden.rutgers.edu.

Rutgers University is committed to fostering and maintaining a diverse and welcoming workplace – an 
environment of excellence in which all individuals can participate to the full level of their capabilities, 

realize their aspirations and contribute to the increasingly global society in which we live. 

DEAN

OF THE FACULTY

OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

https://apply.interfolio.com/88984
https://apply.interfolio.com/90547
http://www.academicsearch.org
https://www.westernu.edu
mailto:COMPViceDean@academicsearch.org
mailto:rstanton.hales@academicsearch.org
mailto:RUCamdenASDean@storbecksearch.com
https://camden.rutgers.edu
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Dean of the College of 
Business

Winona State University invites you to join our Community of Learners as the Dean of the College of 
Business.

About the Position:  The College of Business seeks an entrepreneurial and collaborative leader to provide 
innovative leadership to Winona State University’s AACSB-accredited College of Business. The College prides 
itself for embracing engaged teaching and learning through our Create Your More® culture and practices. By 
Create Your More®, we challenge every student to engage in activities, events and experiential projects that make 
their educational journey a creative and extraordinary one. As a dynamic advocate for the College, the Dean 
is expected to build on previous achievements, lead the College to higher levels of external engagement and 
academic excellence, and manage a diverse team of faculty, staff, and students. The position actively represents 
all stakeholders within the College to internal and external constituencies. The Dean of the College of Business 
joins an active and collaborative Deans Council, working as a group with the Provost in providing academic 
leadership to the University. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
• A terminal degree in a discipline within the College of Business is preferred.  Individuals with an MBA 

and extensive leadership experience will be considered.
• A minimum of five years of demonstrated successful and progressive administrative experience in higher 

education (e.g. program director, department chair, associate dean) or executive level business experience.

Preferred Qualifications:
• Demonstrated experience with budgets and personnel management.
• A record of relationship and partnership development within college, university, and business 

communities.
• Experience in fundraising from private, state, and federal sources.
• A record of accomplishments in the areas of teaching, research, and service in a university setting.
• Knowledge in business accreditation standards and agencies. 

About Winona State University:  Founded in 1858, Winona State University (WSU) is the oldest member of 
the Minnesota State System of colleges and universities. Today WSU serves approximately 6,000 undergraduate 
and graduate students across two campuses in Winona and Rochester, Minnesota (MN). Winona State was 
named the second-best public institution in Minnesota by U.S. News & World Report’s “Best Colleges,” was 
listed among the “Best in the Midwest” by The Princeton Review and named as one of “America’s 100 Best 
College Buys.”

About Winona:  The City of Winona, MN has a population of just over 27,500 and is nestled between the 
bluffs and banks of the Mississippi River - one of the most scenic areas in Minnesota. Winona enjoys a rich 
legacy in Minnesota history, with convenient access to outdoor recreation, social activities, and community 
resources. Winona is also home to a wide range of art, music, and theater opportunities, along with museums, 
collaborative creator spaces, and numerous festivals.

How to Apply:  For a complete job description and information on applying for this position, please go to  
https://winona.peopleadmin.com. Applications received by March 21, 2022 will be given priority 
consideration.

 WSU is a member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities 
and is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 

Saginaw Valley State University is a comprehensive university with 
more than 100 programs of study for its more than 8,000 students. 
Located on a suburban campus in Michigan’s Great Lakes Bay Region, 
SVSU is committed to a supportive and empowering environment for 
students, faculty and staff. For five consecutive years, SVSU has been 
recognized as a “Great College to Work For” (2016-2020).
SVSU emphasizes undergraduate teaching and learning, and 
community-based research. SVSU earned the Community Engagement 
classification from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, a distinction achieved by only 7 percent of U.S. colleges 
and universities. By their senior year, 84 percent of students have 
engaged with community employers and agencies in internships, field 
placements or some other component of their academic preparation. 
SVSU is establishing itself as a leader in STEAM education for the 
Great Lakes Bay Region, partnering with businesses, foundations and 
school districts to improve students’ performance in math, science and 
the arts at the middle school, high school and university levels. 
More than 70 percent of SVSU freshmen live on campus in student 
housing that has been rated No. 1 among public universities in the U.S. 
(2018-2020). SVSU fields 19 varsity sports at the NCAA Division II 
level. The average class size is 23 students. For more information, 
please visit our websit, http://www.svsu.edu.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Assistant Professor of Education – Early Childhood

Assistant Professor of Education – Elementary Literacy
Assistant Professor of Education – Social Studies

COLLEGE OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Assistant/Associate Professor of Nursing

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
Assistant Professor of Biology – One-Year, Temporary

Assistant Professor of Mathematical Science
Instructor of Mathematical Science – One-Year, Temporary

All full-time faculty at SVSU are required to teach 12 credit hours 
per semester.  Spring/Summer courses may be available.  
Salaries are competitive and commensurate with qualifications and 
experience.  Screening of applicants will begin immediately and 
continue until positions are filled.  SVSU offers an excellent benefits 
package and retirement program.  For further information about these 
positions and to apply, please visit  www.jobs.svsu.edu.  Interested 
applicants MUST apply online at www.jobs.svsu.edu.

Saginaw Valley State University is an EO/AA employer.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Towson University (www.towson.edu) was founded in 1866, is recognized by U. S. News & 
World Report as one of the top public universities in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions, 
is Baltimore’s largest university, and is the largest public, comprehensive institution in the 
University of Maryland System. TU enrolls over 19,000 undergraduates and over 3,000 
graduate students across six academic colleges (business, education, fine arts, health professions, 
liberal arts, science & mathematics), has almost 900 full-time faculty, and offers more than 65 
Bachelor’s, 45 Master’s, and 5 Doctoral programs. Our centrally located campus sits on 330 
rolling green acres and is 10 miles north of Baltimore, 45 miles north of Washington, D.C., and 
95 miles south of Philadelphia.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Department of Occupational Therapy and Occupational Science
Assistant Professor
Tenure-track, 9-month Assistant Professor position in the Department of Occupational Therapy 
and Occupational Science beginning August 2022. Earned research Doctoral degree by  
February 28, 2023 in occupational therapy, occupational science, or related field, such as health-
related translational research, behavioral and/or community health, gerontology, rehabilitation 
science, disability studies, applied neuroscience and assistive technology. Higher education 
teaching experience in a health-related related field. Excellent communication and interpersonal 
skills. Demonstrated awareness and clear articulation of strategies to foster an inclusive learning 
environment. Commitment to excellence in teaching, advising, scholarship, and service. Salary 
is commensurate with experience; ABD candidates will be hired at the rank of Instructor until 
Doctoral degree is completed. Teach graduate students in coursework focused on area of 
expertise. Mentor research activities at the doctoral level, including evidence-based capstone 
projects. Facilitate teaching and learning experiences and advise a diverse body of professional 
students. Conduct and disseminate research and seek external funding to support research and 
contribute to the service mission of the department, college and university. Review of completed 
application begins immediately, and continues until the position is filled. CHP-3545
Department of Health Sciences, Public Health Program
Assistant/Associate Professor
Tenure-track Assistant Professor or Associate Professor position within the Public Health 
program in the Department of Health Sciences beginning August 2022. The current Health 
Education and Promotion program will become the Public Health program in Fall 2022. This 
position has teaching opportunities in both the undergraduate Public Health program and  
the graduate Health Science Master’s Degree program. Salary is competitive and includes 
the State of Maryland benefits package. Research Doctoral degree in public health, health 
education and promotion, or a closely related discipline. ABD applicants will be considered, 
but appointment will be at the instructor rank and all degree requirements must be completed 
by February 1, 2023. Education and expertise needed to teach courses in one or more of the 
following areas: introduction to public health, epidemiology, health education and promotion, 
program planning and evaluation, behavior change theory, public health policy, and other public 
health course offerings. Evidence of a scholarship agenda focused in an area of specialty in 
public health or a closely related field. Candidates who wish to be considered for appointment at 
the rank of Associate Professor must have six years of experience teaching in higher education or 
comparable qualifications and demonstrate a clear line of scholarship with outcomes. Faculty are 
assigned an instructional workload of six (6) course units (three credit hours each) per academic 
year. Primary responsibilities include: 1) TEACHING – provide high quality instruction in a 
variety of public health courses to diverse populations of students; develop and refine courses and 
curricula, and advise and mentor students as they matriculate through the program and prepare 
to enter the workforce; 2) SCHOLARSHIP – development of a focused area of scholarship that 
includes refereed publications, professional presentations, external funding, and involvement in 
scholarly projects with faculty and students; and 3) SERVICE – active service participation at the 
Department, College, University, professional and community levels. For candidates who have 
an interest and expertise, there are leadership opportunities within the department. Review of 
applications begins immediately and continues until the position is filled. CHP-3547
THE JESS AND MILDRED FISHER COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Department of Chemistry
Assistant Professor, Forensic Analytical Chemistry
Tenure-track, 9-month Assistant Professor in Forensic Chemistry in the Department of Chemistry 
beginning August 2022. Ph.D. in Forensic Science, Analytical Chemistry or related area. The 
department is particularly interested in candidates with expertise in analytical chemistry in the 
areas of forensic toxicology, forensic drug analysis and forensic trace evidence analysis using 
advanced analytical techniques and instruments such as HPLC, LCMS, GC, GCMS and FTIR. 
Candidates with experience in a forensic analytical chemistry laboratory, postdoctoral experience 
or undergraduate teaching experience are strongly encouraged to apply. Teach upper-level 
undergraduate and graduate forensic science courses and serve as an undergraduate and graduate 
research mentor. Establish a competitive research program that can engage undergraduate 
and graduate forensic science students. Pursue external funding and publish in peer-reviewed 
research journals. Participate in departmental activities and may have opportunities to teach 
general chemistry courses at the introductory level when needed by the department. Review of 
applications begins immediately and continues until the position is filled. FCSM-3548

For detailed information on this position, please visit: 
http://www.towson.edu/provost/prospective/openpositions.html

A Criminal Background Investigation is required for the hired candidate and the results may impact 
employment.
The safety of our students, faculty, staff, and neighbors has been our top priority and the focus of 
every one of our decisions since the earliest days of the COVID-19 pandemic. The University System 
of Maryland (USM) has recently determined that mandating a COVID vaccine for all faculty, staff, 
and students at all schools in the USM is both a reasonable and necessary means of protecting our 
health and safety. As s prospective hire at TU, proof of your full COVID-19 vaccination must be 
demonstrated before you begin employment with the University.
Please be sure to visit the Applicant Data Form (https://www.towson.edu/inclusionequity/
diversity/employment/data.html) to complete a voluntary on-line applicant data form. The 
information you provide will inform the university’s affirmative action plan and is for statistical-
related purposes only. The information will not be used for any other purpose.
Towson University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and has a strong  
institutional commitment to diversity, as detailed in A More Inclusive TU: Advancing Equity 
and Diversity (2020 – 25). TU is a national leader in inclusive excellence, the only institution in 
Maryland with zero achievement gap, and 68% growth in minority enrollment over the past 5 years.  
We encourage application from a variety of (dis)abilities, cultural, ethnic, race, sex, gender identity/
expression, national origin, age, veteran status, color, religious, socio-economic, sexual orientation 
and belief backgrounds. 

https://winona.peopleadmin.com
http://www.svsu.edu
http://www.jobs.svsu.edu
http://www.jobs.svsu.edu
http://www.towson.edu
http://www.towson.edu/provost/prospective/openpositions.html
https://www.towson.edu/inclusionequity/diversity/employment/data.html
https://www.towson.edu/inclusionequity/diversity/employment/data.html
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Biology (up to two positions)
Ferrum College is seeking applications for up to two faculty positions in  
Biology, one Instructor or Assistant Professor of Biology, non-tenure track,  
and one Assistant Professor of Biology, tenure-track, beginning in August 2022. 
Applicants to the non-tenure track appointment may possess a minimum of 
a M.S. in Biology or related field, with at least 18 graduate hours in biology. 
Applicants to the tenure-track appointment must have a Ph.D. in Biology or a 
terminal degree in the field of biology. Demonstrated experience in teaching 
undergraduate level courses in biology is required. Applicants’ areas of 
specialization may include microbiology, cell biology, human anatomy and 
physiology, human nutrition, molecular biology, and genetics. Applicants to the 
tenure-track appointment must have research interests that are suitable for 
involving undergraduate students in collaborative research projects.

Business (Management)
Ferrum College is seeking applications for an Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration with an emphasis in Management, tenure-track, beginning 
in August 2022. Applicants must have a Ph.D. or D.B.A. in business with an 
emphasis in management. Demonstrated experience in teaching undergraduate 
level courses in business is required. Preference will be given to applicants with 
expertise in supply chain and experience in developing industry placements for 
student internships. Experience in teaching graduate courses is also favorable.

Computer Technology and Information Systems
Ferrum College is seeking applications for an Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration with an emphasis in Management, tenure-track, beginning 
in August 2022. Applicants must have a Ph.D. or D.B.A. in business with an 
emphasis in management. Demonstrated experience in teaching undergraduate 
level courses in business is required. Preference will be given to applicants with 
expertise in supply chain and experience in developing industry placements for 
student internships. Experience in teaching graduate courses is also favorable.

Criminal Justice
Ferrum College is seeking applications for an Assistant Professor of Criminal 
Justice, tenure-track, beginning in August 2022. Applicants must have a Ph.D. 
in criminal justice or a J.D. degree. Demonstrated experience in teaching 
undergraduate-level criminal justice is required. Preference will be given to 
candidates with expertise in restorative justice and corrections.

English
Ferrum College is seeking applications for an Instructor or Assistant Professor 
of English, non-tenure track, with a focus on freshman level and developmental 
writing instruction beginning in August 2022. Applicants must have a Master’s 
degree or higher in English or writing or a related discipline with at least eighteen 
graduate hours in writing or writing instruction for the rank of Instructor, and a 
Ph.D. or other terminal degree with those qualifications for the rank of Assistant 
Professor. Demonstrated experience in teaching developmental writing and 
first-year composition courses is required, with use of emerging and established 
trends in academic writing focused on writing as a learning activity. Preference 
will be given to candidates with additional demonstrated coursework or peer-
reviewed publications in African American literature and related subfields.

For each position, a letter of application, curriculum vitae, including evidence 
of teaching or philosophy, copies of graduate transcripts, and three letters of 
recommendation should be sent to Human Resources, Ferrum College,  
P.O. Box 1000, Ferrum, VA 24088 or emailed to resumes@ferrum.edu.

Inquiries about the positions can be directed to Dr. Jason Powell,  
Dean of Undergraduate Studies: jpowell@ferrum.edu.

Please Note: A background check is required.

Review of applications will begin on March 9, 2022.

Ferrum College seeks applications or nominations for full-time faculty vacancies 
listed below. Each position is a full-time faculty position. Our campus is at the edge  

of the Blue Ridge Mountains 35 miles from Roanoke, Virginia. More information  
about the college and these positions can be found at www.ferrum.edu.

SENIOR ASSOCIATE DEAN, UNDERGRADUATE 
MEDICAL EDUCATION (UME)

The Mission of The Wayne State School of Medicine is to educate 
a diverse student body in an urban setting and within a culture 
of inclusion, through high quality education, clinical excellence, 
pioneering research, local investment in our community and 
innovative technology, to prepare physician and biomedical 
scientific leaders to achieve health and wellness for our society.

Wayne State University School of Medicine is located in Detroit 
and is intimately connected to the exciting resurgence of Detroit 
and its communities. It is the largest single campus medical 
school in the United States and currently hosts an enrollment of 
more than 1,200 undergraduate medical students. In addition 
to the MD program, the School of Medicine offers degree 
programs leading to the MPH, the Masters of Science, the Ph.D. 
and the M.D.-PhD

Excellence, Innovation, and Leadership are pre-eminent values 
of the medical education enterprise. Accordingly, the School 
of Medicine is committed to being nationally recognized for 
developing physicians who are both comprehensively educated 
to provide 21st century medical care and who are uniquely 
trained to provide clinical excellence in the urban setting 
(Urban Clinical Excellence).

 JOB DESCRIPTION 

A key element of Wayne State University School of Medicine’s 
(WSUSOM) culture of excellence is the presence of a 
collaborative environment focused upon providing a world class 
learning experience for our students. Wayne State University 
School of Medicine seeks applications and nominations 
for the position of Associate Dean of Curricular Affairs and 
Undergraduate Medical Education (SADUME).This position 
reports to the Vice Dean for Medical Education and has primary 
responsibility for the design, continuing development and 
implementation of the curriculum leading to the WSUSOM 
MD degree. He/ She has authority and responsibility for 
overseeing all personnel, policies , and activities related to 
effective management and delivery of a coherent, coordinated 
curriculum consistent with the WSUSOM mission and 
established WSUSOM graduation competencies.

 REQUIRED EXPERIENCE 

• An MD (or equivalent), PhD. EDD, with decanal experience 
in medical education from an accredited college or 
university.

• A minimum of five years’ experience in medical education 
administration and curricular development and 
implementation.

• A strong track record as an educational scholar and 
superior clinician-educator.

• Eligible for appointment at the rank of Associate or Full 
Professor.

• Significant administrative and leadership experience 
in medical education programming and development; 
involvement in unique, innovative and alternative methods 
for teaching is desired.

• An ability to champion education within a preeminent 
research institution and among a wide range of external 
constituencies.

• A recognized presence at the national level with medical 
education organizations.

• Experience in developing a strategic plan for medical 
education.

• Fiscal experience in terms of developing and monitoring 
the budget and other resources for the UME division.

To Apply Please visit http://www.jobs.wayne.edu and search for 
posting number 046216.

For more information regarding this position, please contact: 
Ms. Vickie Muhammad 
Manager and Assistant to Robert Folberg, M.D. 
Vice Dean for Medical Education

540 E. Canfield,  
Room 1209 Scott Hall  
Wayne State University School of Medicine  
313-577-5196 or via email at vmuhamme@med.wayne.edu.

The Mission of The Wayne State School of Medicine is 
to educate a diverse student body in an urban setting 
and within a culture of inclusion, through high quality 
education, clinical excellence, pioneering research, 
local investment in our community and innovative 
technology, to prepare physician and biomedical 
scientific leaders to achieve health and wellness for  
our society.

Wayne State University School of Medicine is located 
in Detroit and is intimately connected to the exciting 
resurgence of Detroit and its communities. It is the 
largest single campus medical school in the United 
States and currently hosts an enrollment of more than 
1,200 undergraduate medical students. In addition to 
the MD program, the School of Medicine offers degree 
programs leading to the MPH, the Masters of Science, 
the Ph.D. and the M.D.-PhD

Excellence, Innovation, and Leadership are pre-eminent 
values of the medical education enterprise. Accordingly, 
the School of Medicine is committed to being 
nationally recognized for developing physicians who 
are both comprehensively educated to provide 21st 
century medical care and who are uniquely trained to 
provide clinical excellence in the urban setting (Urban 
Clinical Excellence).

Job Description 

A key element of Wayne State University School of 
Medicine’s (WSUSOM) culture of excellence is the 
presence of a collaborative environment focused upon 
providing a world class learning experience for our 
students. Wayne State University School of Medicine 
seeks applications and nominations for the position 
of Associate Dean for Pre-Clerkship Education.  This 
position reports to the Senior Associate Dean for 
Undergraduate Medical Education and has primary 
responsibility for the oversight of the continuum 
of basic science education with the ultimate goal 
of ensuring that medical graduates have a strong 
foundation for clinical practice.

Required Qualifications

• PhD or MD degree with at least 5 years of
experience in medical student education.

• Demonstrated expertise in the application of
curriculum development methodologies to
medical education.

• Demonstrated leadership role in curriculum
management and reform.

• Demonstrated ability to apply current educational
theory and practice to medical education.

• Demonstrated use of strategic planning, key
performance indicators and quality improvement
to drive organizational improvement.

• Superb communication and effective team
based collaboration skills; demonstrated flexibility
and adaptability.

• Ability to design and work within complex systems.

• Understanding of the legal, regulatory, and
accreditation environment in which medical
education operates.

To Apply 

Please visit https://jobs.wayne.edu and search for 
posting number 046215. 

For more information regarding this position, 
please contact Ms. Vickie Muhammad,  
Manager and Assistant to Dr. Robert Folberg,  
Vice Dean for Medical Education,  
Wayne State University School of Medicine  
at 313-577-5196 or via email at  
vmuhamme@med.wayne.edu

AssociAte DeAn of PreclerkshiP

http://www.ferrum.edu
mailto:resumes@ferrum.edu
mailto:jpowell@ferrum.edu
http://www.jobs.wayne.edu
mailto:vmuhamme@med.wayne.edu
https://jobs.wayne.edu
mailto:vmuhamme@med.wayne.edu
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The University of Minnesota Morris invites inquiries from 
outstanding faculty scholars and researchers for its Distinguished 
Visiting Professorship in the Liberal Arts. As a founding member of 
the national Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges (COPLAC), the 
University of Minnesota Morris desires, through this opportunity, to 
advance the national conversation on the importance of the liberal 
arts (“those areas of study [Latin artes] befitting free citizens [Latin 
liberales]”) in public undergraduate colleges.

The professorship bears the title of Distinguished Visiting Professor 
in the Liberal Arts and is offered annually to an established, 
internationally recognized faculty member in one of the liberal arts 
disciplines. Prior Distinguished Visiting Professors include Gloria 
Ladson-Billings, path-breaking author in the field of culturally 
relevant pedagogy; Peter Agre, Nobel Laureate in chemistry and 
leading global health researcher; Gary Nabhan, ethnobiologist and 
internationally celebrated nature writer and agrarian activist; and 
Heid Erdrich, National Poetry Series award-winning poet, curator, 
filmmaker, and writer.

The professorship includes a stipend, reimbursement for travel, and 
housing near the campus. The visiting professor is ideally expected 
to spend one semester in residence on the University of Minnesota 
Morris campus, during which time the visiting professor participates 
in teaching and delivers at least two public lectures. Other obligations 
while in residence can be negotiated and may consist of classroom 
visits, offering a course or workshops, participation in scheduled 
colloquia, and mentoring faculty and students. We currently are 
scheduling for spring 2023 and spring 2024.

ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
MORRIS 
Morris is an undergraduate-focused residential liberal arts 
community that provides a rigorous academic experience 
preparing its students to be global citizens who value and pursue 
intellectual growth, civic engagement, intercultural competence, 
and environmental stewardship. The student body of approximately 
1500 is supported by 120 faculty members. Over forty percent of 
UMN Morris students are Native American, persons of color, or 
of international origin. UMN Morris is the only four-year federally 
recognized Native American Serving Non-Tribal Institution in the 
Upper Midwest.

HOW TO APPLY 
Interested individuals should visit morris.umn.edu for more 
information about UMN Morris. Applicants may submit inquiries 
and applications to ummvcaa@morris.umn.edu; to apply, please 
provide a CV and a letter of interest addressed to Peh Ng, acting vice 
chancellor for academic affairs and dean, by May 2, 2022.

DISTINGUISHED VISITING PROFESSORSHIP IN THE LIBERAL ARTS

Opportunities in  
Spring 2023 &  
Spring 2024

DATA SCIENCE

Assistant Professor (Ladder-
rank): Broad Area search in 
Data Science (HDSI)
University of California, San Diego
Assistant Professor (Ladder-rank): 
Broad Area search in Data Science 
(HDSI)  University of Califor-
nia San Diego  Application Win-
dow Open date: December 20th, 
2021  Last review date: Friday, 
Feb 4, 2022 at 11:59pm (Pacific 
Time) Applications received af-
ter this date will be reviewed by 
the search committee if the posi-
tion has not yet been filled.  Final 
date: Tuesday, Dec 20, 2022 at 
11:59pm (Pacific Time) Applica-
tions will continue to be accepted 
until this date, but those received 
after the review date will only be 
considered if the position has not 
yet been filled.  Position descrip-
tion The Halicioglu Data Science 
Institute (HDSI, https://data-
science.ucsd.edu) at the Universi-
ty of California, San Diego invites 
applications for a tenure-track 
faculty position at the Assistant 
Professor level. HDSI is a pre-
mier Institution with a unique 
presence at the UC San Diego 
campus. With almost all aspects of 
daily life now being governed by 
the data, HDSI’s research efforts 
are ever more important.  HDSI 
is seeking exceptional candidates 
within all areas of Data Science: 
from Data infrastructure, Ma-
chine Learning and Statistics to 
Biomedical, Societal and Data 
Science for Scientific Discovery. 
HDSI is welcoming stellar re-
search with emphasis on both ap-
plication driven as well as meth-
odological advancements of Data 
Science.  This position represents 
an Excellence Search which aims 
to foster a diverse and inclusive 
community of scholars. In ad-
dition to outstanding research 
that enhance HDSI’s academic 
and research missions, success-
ful candidate(s) will demonstrate 
distinctive qualifications, accom-

plishments and commitment to 
helping shape and expand Univer-
sity’s diversity initiatives (https://
diversity.ucsd.edu).  This position 
requires teaching of university 
students and a PhD or Advance-
ment to Candidacy is required at 
time of application  We under-
stand that the COVID-19 pan-
demic may have had a substantial 
impact on academic productivity. 
In our academic hiring processes, 
we will be keeping this in mind 
as we consider achievement rel-
ative to opportunity. We encour-
age you to reflect on constraints 
on opportunity in your field that 
were caused by the events of the 
pandemic and where applicable, to 
discuss your achievements in this 
light.  Qualifications   Basic qual-
ifications (required at time of ap-
plication) PhD or Advancement to 
Candidacy at time of application, 
in a Data Science related field in-
cluding but not limited to Applied 
Mathematics, Biostatistics, Cog-
nitive Science, Computer Science, 
Economics, Electrical Engineer-
ing, Machine Learning, Math-
ematics, Statistics.  Application 
Requirements Document require-
ments  o Curriculum Vitae - Your 
most recently updated C.V.  o 
Cover Letter (Optional)  o State-
ment of Research  o Statement of 
Teaching  o Statement of Contri-
butions to Diversity - Applicants 
should summarize their past or 
potential contributions to diversi-
ty. See our http://facultydiversity.
ucsd.edu/recruitment/contribu-
tions-to-diversity.html site for 
more information.  o Misc / Ad-
ditional (Optional)  o COVID-19 
Impact Statement - We under-
stand that the COVID-19 pan-
demic may have had a substantial 
impact on academic productivity. 
In our academic hiring processes, 
we will be keeping this in mind 
as we consider achievement rel-
ative to opportunity. We encour-
age you to reflect on constraints 
on opportunity in your field that 
were caused by the events of the 
pandemic and where applicable, to 

discuss your achievements in this 
light. (Optional)  Reference re-
quirements  o 3-5 letters of refer-
ence required  Apply link: https://
apptrkr.com/2841684 Help con-
tact: mailto:bhewitt@ucsd.edu 
Campus Information The Univer-
sity of California, San Diego is an 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Action Employer advancing inclu-
sive excellence. All qualified ap-
plicants will receive consideration 
for employment without regard 
to race, color, religion, sex, sex-
ual orientation, gender identity, 
national origin, disability, age, 
covered veteran status, or other 
protected categories covered by 
the UC nondiscrimination poli-
cy.  As a condition of employment, 
you will be required to comply 
with the University of Califor-
nia https://urldefense.proofpoint.
com/v2/url?u=https-3A__policy.
ucop.edu_doc_5000695_SARS-
2DCoV-2D2-5FCovid-2D19&
d=DwMFAg&c=-35OiAkTchM-
rZOngvJPOeA&r=1p1nm8oX-
grOSQJxpyYfrXMGHr6J-ypO-
FoP1GKhgxjL0&m=qhl8BcU-
TOwmd2jWDIXuc2XjxPAB-
C4ZVnlN69zNDdFRQ&s=rX-
3pS2swVYTSmC79uUmBjYUZ-
rZa6ed0uN24HWzAIVzM&e=. 
All Covered Individuals under the 
policy must provide proof of Full 
Vaccination or, if applicable, sub-
mit a request for Exception (based 
on Medical Exemption, Disabil-
ity, and/or Religious Objection) 
or Deferral (based on pregnancy) 
no later than the applicable dead-
line. For new University of Cali-
fornia employees, the applicable 
deadline is eight weeks after their 
first date of employment.  The 
University of California prohibits 
https://smokefree.ucsd.edu/ use at 
all University controlled proper-
ties.  The UC San Diego Annual 
Security & Fire Safety Report is 
available online at: https://www.
police.ucsd.edu/docs/annualclery.
pdf. This report provides crime 
and fire statistics, as well as in-
stitutional policy statement & 
procedures. Contact the UC San 

Diego Police Department at (858) 
534-4361 if you want to obtain 
paper copies of this report. Job lo-
cation San Diego  To apply, please 
visit: https://apptrkr.com/2841684  
Copyright ©2022 Jobelephant.
com Inc. All rights reserved.  
https://www.jobelephant.com/

EDUCATION

Assistant Professor
University of Idaho
Teach Education and related 
courses, advise students, maintain 
an active research agenda, and 
perform faculty service. Doctor-
ate Education or closely related 
field. Interested persons should 
mail CV and cover letter to Laura 
Holyoke, Department of Leader-
ship and Counseling, University 
of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83844, or 
email her at holyoke@uidaho.edu.

FINANCE

Vice President of Business 
and Finance
Brite Divinity School
Brite Divinity School, affiliated 
with Texas Christian University in 
Fort Worth, Texas, invites applica-
tions and nominations of qualified 
candidates for Vice President of 
Business and Finance. Related to 
the Christian Church (Disciples 
of Christ), Brite Divinity School 
maintains an ecumenical spirit as 
reflected in its curriculum and in 
the denominational and religious 
diversity of its students, faculty 
and staff. Brite welcomes persons 
of different races and ethnicity, 
gender and sexual identity, and 
regional and national origin. Its 
formal relationship with a major 
university and its location in one 
of the fastest-growing, dynamic, 
and exciting metropolitan areas 
further enriches the character of 
this graduate theological institu-
tion. Brite has an endowment in 
excess of $85 million and an op-

erating budget of over $9 million.  
The Vice President reports to the 
President. Primary responsibilities 
are: ensure sound fiscal policy; 
effective financial controls; over-
sight of facilities; strategic plan-
ning; institution budgeting; and 
direct supervision of the Senior 
Accountant and the Director of 
Brite Housing. Member of Exec-
utive Management Team. Liaison 
to Board of Trustees on financial, 
investment, audit and facilities 
management issues.  Profession-
al Qualifications o CPA license 
or Master’s degree in business, 
finance or a related field. o 3-5 
years upper level management 
experience. o In-depth working 
knowledge and experience in fi-
nancial issues unique to non-prof-
its (including such areas as ac-
counting standards; endowment 
investment management; and 
IRS regulations and reporting). o 
Strong working knowledge of fi-
nancial technologies and internal 
controls. o Interpersonal skills for 
developing and sustaining produc-
tive working relationships with 
diverse constituencies. o Excellent 
strategic thinking and conceptual 
skills. o Proven abilities in finan-
cial reporting and communica-
tions. o Ability to convey complex 
financial information in lay terms. 
o Appreciation of shared gover-
nance.  o Respect for Brite’s core 
values of scholarship that engages 
churches, the academy, and public 
life; justice that enhances diversi-
ty, flourishing and wholeness; and 
practice that enlivens intellectual, 
spiritual and professional growth.  
Salary: Commensurate with edu-
cation and experience.  Brite is an 
EEO employer and maintains a 
policy of nondiscrimination with 
respect to all employees and ap-
plicants for employment.   Review 
of applicants will begin immedi-
ately with appointment depending 
on candidate’s availability. Appli-
cants must apply online at http://
jobs.tcu.edu/ A resume and letter 
of interest addressed to D. New-
ell Williams, President, Brite Di-

vinity School, should be attached 
at the end of the application in a 
MSWord document. Questions 
should be addressed to TCU Hu-
man Resources at hrtalentacqui-
sition@tcu.edu or 817-257-7790. 
All search materials will be ac-
corded the highest level of confi-
dentiality.

FRENCH

Assistant Professor, French
Rollins College
Teach classes in the Department 
of Global Languages and Liter-
atures; provide service to the ac-
ademic department, college and 
community. Requires: PhD in 
French. Send resume to: Director, 
Talent Management, Rollins Col-
lege, 1000 Holt Avenue, Winter 
Park, FL 32789.

GERMAN

Harvard College Fellow 
in German Literature and 
Culture
Harvard University
Harvard College Fellow Catego-
ry: Faculty - Foreign Languages 
and Literatures Position Type: 
Non tenure-track faculty Posi-
tion Location: Cambridge, MA 
02138, United States Subject 
Area: German Application Dead-
line: March 21, 2022 Position 
Description: The Department of 
Germanic Languages and Lit-
eratures at Harvard University 
seeks applications for a College 
Fellow in German Literature and 
Culture. The appointment is ex-
pected to begin on July 1, 2022. 
Teaching duties for the academic 
year include three undergradu-
ate courses, determined based on 
curricular need. At least two of 
these courses will be conducted 
in German. Examples of recent 
courses are: “German Literature, 
Culture, and Society,” “Crossing 
Borders in 20th and 21st-Centu-

mailto:ummvcaa@morris.umn.edu
https://data-science.ucsd.edu
https://data-science.ucsd.edu
https://data-science.ucsd.edu
https://diversity.ucsd.edu
https://diversity.ucsd.edu
http://facultydiversity
https://apptrkr.com/2841684
https://apptrkr.com/2841684
mailto:bhewitt@ucsd.edu
https://urldefense.proofpoint
https://smokefree.ucsd.edu/
https://www
https://apptrkr.com/2841684
https://www.jobelephant.com/
mailto:holyoke@uidaho.edu
http://jobs.tcu.edu/
http://jobs.tcu.edu/
mailto:hrtalentacqui-sition@tcu.edu
mailto:hrtalentacqui-sition@tcu.edu
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MARTHA AND SPENCER LOVE SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS TENURE-TRACK POSITION

The Department of Accounting in the Martha and Spencer 
Love School of Business invites applications for a tenure-track 
position in accounting at the assistant professor level starting 
in the fall of 2022.

Elon University is a dynamic private, co-educational, 
comprehensive institution that is a national model for actively 
engaging faculty and students in teaching and learning in a 
liberal arts-based, residential campus.  To learn more about 
Elon, please visit the University website at www.elon.edu.

To apply, send a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, 
statement of teaching philosophy, statement on research 
interests, information on teaching evaluations, and a list of 
three references to: accsearch@elon.edu (preferred), or to 
Accounting Faculty Search Committee, Martha and Spencer 
Love School of Business, Elon University, 2075 Campus Box, 
Elon, NC 27244.  Review of candidates for this position will 
begin immediately and continue until the position is filled.

 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Lehman College, of The City University of New York, ranks among the top five institutions in the 
nation for fostering social mobility. A four-year Hispanic-Serving Institution in the Bronx, Lehman 
offers bachelor’s, master’s, and advanced degrees and certificate programs in the Liberal Arts, 
sciences, and professions. The College’s community-driven mission and notable academic 
programs attract a diverse, international enrollment of over 15,000 students who take courses on 
its 37-acre, tree-lined campus and online degree programs. Many thousands more community 
members benefit yearly from its active cultural, educational, health, and economic outreach 
programs and services.   

We invite interested candidates to apply for the following faculty positions. The full position 
announcements are posted on the Lehman College web site at http://www.lehman.edu/human-
resources/. To learn more about Lehman College visit us at: http://lehman.edu.   
 
School of Arts and Humanities 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Africana and Gender Studies 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of English 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Music, Multimedia, Theatre, and Dance 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Philosophy 

 
School of Education 
• Associate Dean – School of Education 
• Assistant Professor – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and Special 

Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and 

Special Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Early Childhood and Childhood 

Education 
 

School of Health Sciences, Human Services and Nursing 
• Associate Professor – Department of Health Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Nursing 
 
School of Natural and Social Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Biological Sciences 
• College Laboratory Technician - Department of Biological Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Chemistry 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule of Accounting – Department of Economics and 

Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Economics and Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Sociology  

 
Library 
• Instructor/Assistant Professor - Head of Technical Services 
 

CUNY encourages people with disabilities, minorities, veterans and women to apply. At 
CUNY, Italian Americans are also included among our protected groups. Applicants and 

employees will not be discriminated against on the basis of any legally protected category, 
including sexual orientation or gender. 

 

 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Lehman College, of The City University of New York, ranks among the top five institutions in the 
nation for fostering social mobility. A four-year Hispanic-Serving Institution in the Bronx, Lehman 
offers bachelor’s, master’s, and advanced degrees and certificate programs in the Liberal Arts, 
sciences, and professions. The College’s community-driven mission and notable academic 
programs attract a diverse, international enrollment of over 15,000 students who take courses on 
its 37-acre, tree-lined campus and online degree programs. Many thousands more community 
members benefit yearly from its active cultural, educational, health, and economic outreach 
programs and services.   

We invite interested candidates to apply for the following faculty positions. The full position 
announcements are posted on the Lehman College web site at http://www.lehman.edu/human-
resources/. To learn more about Lehman College visit us at: http://lehman.edu.   
 
School of Arts and Humanities 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Africana and Gender Studies 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of English 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Music, Multimedia, Theatre, and Dance 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Philosophy 

 
School of Education 
• Associate Dean – School of Education 
• Assistant Professor – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and Special 

Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and 

Special Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Early Childhood and Childhood 

Education 
 

School of Health Sciences, Human Services and Nursing 
• Associate Professor – Department of Health Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Nursing 
 
School of Natural and Social Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Biological Sciences 
• College Laboratory Technician - Department of Biological Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Chemistry 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule of Accounting – Department of Economics and 

Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Economics and Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Sociology  

 
Library 
• Instructor/Assistant Professor - Head of Technical Services 
 

CUNY encourages people with disabilities, minorities, veterans and women to apply. At 
CUNY, Italian Americans are also included among our protected groups. Applicants and 

employees will not be discriminated against on the basis of any legally protected category, 
including sexual orientation or gender. 

 

 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Lehman College, of The City University of New York, ranks among the top five institutions in the 
nation for fostering social mobility. A four-year Hispanic-Serving Institution in the Bronx, Lehman 
offers bachelor’s, master’s, and advanced degrees and certificate programs in the Liberal Arts, 
sciences, and professions. The College’s community-driven mission and notable academic 
programs attract a diverse, international enrollment of over 15,000 students who take courses on 
its 37-acre, tree-lined campus and online degree programs. Many thousands more community 
members benefit yearly from its active cultural, educational, health, and economic outreach 
programs and services.   

We invite interested candidates to apply for the following faculty positions. The full position 
announcements are posted on the Lehman College web site at http://www.lehman.edu/human-
resources/. To learn more about Lehman College visit us at: http://lehman.edu.   
 
School of Arts and Humanities 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Africana and Gender Studies 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of English 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Music, Multimedia, Theatre, and Dance 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Philosophy 

 
School of Education 
• Associate Dean – School of Education 
• Assistant Professor – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and Special 

Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Counseling, Leadership, Literacy, and 

Special Education 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Early Childhood and Childhood 

Education 
 

School of Health Sciences, Human Services and Nursing 
• Associate Professor – Department of Health Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Nursing 
• Assistant Professor – Speech-Language-Hearing Science 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Social Work 
 
School of Natural and Social Sciences 
• Assistant Professor of Immunology - Department of Biological Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule - Department of Biological Sciences 
• College Laboratory Technician - Department of Biological Sciences 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Chemistry 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule of Accounting – Department of Economics and 

Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Economics and Business 
• Lecturer/Lecturer Doctoral Schedule – Department of Sociology  

 
Library 
• Instructor/Assistant Professor - Head of Technical Services 
 

CUNY encourages people with disabilities, minorities, veterans and women to apply. At 
CUNY, Italian Americans are also included among our protected groups. Applicants and 

employees will not be discriminated against on the basis of any legally protected category, 
including sexual orientation or gender. 

 

ry German Culture” and “Ger-
many and Europe.” The Fellow 
may also be called upon to advise 
and evaluate senior theses. Twen-
ty-five percent of the appointment 
is reserved for the Fellow’s own 
research. The appointment is for 
one year, with the possibility of 
renewal for a second year, con-
tingent on performance. Detailed 
requirements and information, as 
well as a link to the online appli-
cation, are available at: https://
facultyresources.fas.harvard.edu/
arts-and-humanities. A doctorate 
or terminal degree in German or 
related discipline is required by 
start date of the appointment and 
must have been received no earli-
er than 2018. Special Instructions: 
Please apply through the ARIeS 
portal (https://academicpositions.
harvard.edu/postings/10974). 
Detailed requirements, position 
information, and a link to the 
online application are available 
at https://facultyresources.fas.
harvard.edu/college-fellows-pro-
gram. Complete applications, 
including a cover letter, cv, two 
sample syllabi and three letters of 
reference, must be submitted no 
later than March 21, 2022. For 
letters of reference, please pro-
vide in the online application the 
names and contact information of 
3-5 referees, who will be asked by 
a system-generated email to up-
load a letter of recommendation 
once the candidate’s application 
has been submitted. Three letters 
of recommendation are required, 
and the application is considered 
complete only when at least three 
letters have been received. Please 
note that although the application 
portal will mention research and 
teaching statements, these docu-
ments are not required and will 
not be reviewed if submitted. Har-
vard University is an equal oppor-
tunity employer and all qualified 
applicants will receive consider-
ation for employment without re-
gard to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, disability status, 
protected veteran status, gender 

identity, sexual orientation, preg-
nancy and pregnancy-related con-
ditions, or any other characteristic 
protected by law. Contact Infor-
mation: Office for Faculty Affairs, 
facaff@fas.harvard.edu

HEALTH INFORMATICS

Director, Dental Informatics 
in the School of Dentistry
Marquette University
Marquette University in Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin invites appli-
cations for a full-time position 
of Director, Dental Informatics 
in the School of Dentistry. Du-
ties: perform a variety of duties 
to administer technology in the 
Dental School (technology covers 
four main areas clinic, academ-
ic, administrative, and research). 
Work independently and routine-
ly interact with faculty, staff, and 
students of the Dental School, 
other university staff and admin-
istrators, and technology vendors. 
Involves administrative oversight 
of all School of Dentistry technol-
ogies, technical activities such as 
programming and crystal reports, 
teaching duties such as being the 
course director for the graduate 
core course in Dental Informat-
ics, and participation on commit-
tees, in meetings, and in research. 
Requires a DMD or DDS degree 
and either an M.S. or Ph.D. in 
Health Informatics or Health In-
formation Technology (foreign 
equivalent degrees acceptable). 
Also requires two years of related 
experience managing technology 
at a comparable level. Interest-
ed parties are invited to submit a 
curriculum vitae and list of refer-
ences to Susan Dalsasso, Director, 
Faculty & Administrative Services 
at susan.dalsasso@marquette.edu. 
Marquette University is an Affir-
mative Action Equal Opportunity 
Employer and requires compli-
ance with the Immigration Re-
form and Control Act of 1986.

INTERIOR DESIGN

Assistant Professor
University of Arkansas Main 
Campus
Assistant Professor University of 
Arkansas   Minimum Qualifica-
tions Terminal graduate degree in 
interior design/interior architec-
ture, or design-related discipline  
Teaching graduate and undergrad-
uate design studio and lectures, 
conducting research, and provid-
ing service Send resume and cover 
letter to Carl Matthews, 120 Vol 
Walker Hall, 1 University of Ar-
kansas, Fayetteville AR 72701 The 
UA is AS/EO Employer/Veteran/
Disabled.

LEADERSHIP

Advisor, Sorority and 
Fraternity Engagement
Rollins College
Provide leadership, advising, 
coaching, development and super-
vision of Greek life organizations, 
student leaders, peer educators 
and stakeholders; oversee frater-
nity and sorority residential fa-
cilities; support the on-call emer-
gency and crisis response rotation; 
plan and execute events; create, 
plan and implement training and 
programming; and teach leader-
ship courses. Requires: Master’s 
Degree in Leadership or a related 
field; 2 yr. exp. as live-on fraterni-
ty and sorority residential coun-
selor, including on-call emergency 
and crisis response. Send resume 
to: Director, Talent Management, 
Rollins College, 1000 Holt Ave-
nue, Winter Park, FL 32789.

MATHEMATICS

Assistant/Associate 
Professor - Actuarial 
Mathematics
Bryant University
Assistant/Associate Professor - 
Actuarial Mathematics Bryant 
University The Department of 
Mathematics of Bryant Universi-
ty invites applicants for a tenure 
track position at the Assistant or 
Associate Professor rank in the 
area of Actuarial Mathematics to 
begin August, 2022. At the time 
of appointment, candidates must 
have a doctoral degree in actuar-
ial science or a related field (e.g., 
mathematics, statistics, finance) 
from an accredited university. 
This is a full-time tenure track 
position. We encourage applica-
tions from candidates with pro-

fessional actuarial experience. 
We expect that the candidate will 
have strong communication skills 
as a classroom instructor and as 
a presenter of research findings 
to others. For detailed informa-
tion and to apply for this position, 
visit https://employment.bryant.
edu/postings/2843. To receive full 
consideration, interested persons 
must apply electronically.

MEDICINE

Assistant Professor in 
Residence, Division of 
General Medicine
The University of Connecticut 
Health Center
The University of Connecticut 
Health Center, located at 263 
Farmington Ave., Farmington, 
CT, has a position available for an 
Assistant Professor in Residence, 
Division of General Medicine to 
teach general internal medicine 
in the classroom and on-site and 
provide clinical supervision to 
medical students and residents 
in the internal medicine depart-
ment. Provide direct medical care. 
Participate in Institutional and 
Professional Service and Devel-
opment. The position requires 
an MD or DO degree or foreign 
equivalent, plus BE/BC (Board 
Eligible or Board Certified) in 
Internal Medicine. Please apply 
at https://jobs.uchc.edu/ , search 
number NGT21-070.

PRESIDENT

President
Dean College
Dean College seeks a mis-
sion-driven, entrepreneurial lead-
er who will be able to advance 
innovation, while embracing the 
rich heritage and values of the 
institution and continuing the 
spirit of community and fami-
ly that abounds at Dean College. 
Dean provides a highly support-
ive academic and student-life en-
vironment where students thrive 
on engagement and exceptional 
teaching. This community-wide 
commitment of always going the 
extra mile for students is known 
as The Dean Difference.   Situ-
ated in Franklin, Massachusetts, 
Dean is a private, residential New 
England college grounded in a 
culture and tradition that all stu-
dents deserve the opportunity to 
discover and exceed their great-
est aspirations. A personal and 
transformative community since 
1865, Dean tirelessly inspires our 

students to unimagined heights 
through personalized support and 
integrated delivery of academ-
ic, co-curricular and experiential 
learning. Recognized as a Top Re-
gional College by U.S. News and 
World Report for eleven consec-
utive years and named a College 
of Distinction for five consecutive 
years, Dean serves approximate-
ly 1,200 full-time students and 
400 part-time students and offers 
more than 50 combined bachelor’s 
and associate degree programs, as 
well as a robust schedule of con-
tinuing studies, EMTS and cer-
tificate programs.  The President 
is the Chief Executive Officer of 
the College and is responsible for 
working with the Board of Trust-
ees and the Senior Management 
Team to set the strategic goals 
and objectives for the College. 
Dean is seeking a President who 
can provide strategic leadership; 
relate well to students, faculty, 
staff, alumni and families; is com-
fortable in the role of friendraiser 
and fundraiser; understands the 
higher education landscape; and 
is able to help develop programs 
that are responsive to the needs 
of the market. The President 
must be capable of transitioning 
the College to its next phase of 
academic excellence and relevan-
cy in a continuously and rapidly 
evolving market for higher educa-
tion. The Dean Community will 
continue to look to the President 
for empowerment, collaboration, 
and visionary leadership to take 
advantage of opportunities to 
strengthen the institution and po-
sition it for long-term success. It 
is expected that the new President 
will foster and promote a strong 
sense of community on campus 
and within the local community.  
The ideal candidate should pos-
sess a terminal degree or similar 
significant high-level experience 
in industry, government or mil-
itary; leadership experience in a 
Higher Education (preferred), 
other non-profit or for-profit 
organization; superior commu-
nication skills; willingness to be 
a presence on campus, includ-
ing residing in the Dean College 
President’s House; commitment 
to ensuring that diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and antiracism are wo-
ven into the operating norms of 
the Dean Community; and attri-
butes including, but not limited 
to, integrity, honesty, enthusiasm, 
sense of humor, resilience, and a 
strong work ethic.  How to Apply  
Greenwood/Asher & Associates, 
LLC is assisting Dean College in 
this search. Applications and nom-
inations are now being accepted. 
Confidential inquiries, nomina-
tions and application materials 
should be directed to Greenwood/
Asher & Associates. For a full ap-
plication package, please submit 
a cover letter, CV and list of five 
references. Submission of appli-
cation materials as PDF attach-
ments is strongly encouraged. 
The search will be conducted with 
a commitment of confidential-
ity for candidates until finalists 
are selected. Initial screening of 
applications will begin immedi-
ately and will continue until an 
appointment is made.  Please di-
rect inquiries, nominations and 
application materials to:  Lauren 
McCaghren, Senior Executive 
Search Consultant E-mail: lau-
renmccaghren@greenwoodsearch.
com    Dean College encourages 
applications from candidates who 
are committed to fostering a di-
verse and inclusive academic com-
munity. Dean College is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer and does 
not discriminate on the basis of 
race, color, religion, sex, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, preg-
nancy, status as a parent, national 
origin, age, disability (physical or 
mental), family medical history or 
genetic information, political af-
filiation, military service, or oth-
er protected classifications.  The 
material presented in this leader-
ship profile should be relied on 
for informational purposes only. 
This material has been copied, 
compiled, or quoted in part from 
Dean College documents and per-
sonal interviews and is believed to 
be reliable. While every effort has 
been made to ensure the accuracy 
of this information, the original 
source documents and factual sit-
uations govern.

SOCIOLOGY

Assistant Professor
University of Nevada, Reno
Teach Sociology and related 
courses, advise students, main-
tain an active research agenda, 
and perform faculty service. Ph.D 
Sociology or closely related field. 
Interested persons should mail 
CV and cover letter to Kathie 
Stanfield, Department of Sociol-
ogy, University of Nevada, Reno, 
Reno, NV 89557, or email her at 
judyk@unr.edu.

SPANISH

Assistant Professor of 
Spanish
Indiana University East
Indiana University East, Rich-
mond, IN, invites applications 
for a tenure-track Assistant Pro-
fessor of Spanish position in the 
World Languages and Cultures 
Program, to begin August 2022. 
Tenure-track faculty will design 
innovative face-to-face and online 
courses. The teaching load will 
be 3/3 annually, contributing to 
the BA in Spanish and to related 
programs, such as the Internation-
al Studies degree. In addition to 
teaching undergraduate courses, 
faculty conduct research, mentor 
students in professional develop-
ment, and participate in depart-
ment, campus, or university level 
service. Candidates are expected 
to contribute to the expansion of 
unique undergraduate experiences 
for students, such as study abroad. 
The World Languages and Cul-
tures Program currently offers 
a major and a minor in Spanish. 
Learn more about the World Lan-
guages and Cultures Department 
here.  Characteristic Duties and 
Responsibilities:  Teach courses 
offered online and in person, in-
cluding Spanish Language, His-
panic Civilization, and other in-
termediate and upper-level cours-
es in the program based on faculty 
expertise and departmental needs.  
Lead or co-lead students on study 
abroad programs. Communicate 
subject matter clearly, correct-
ly and effectively. Use methods, 
materials, and technology ap-
propriate to the subject matter.  
Manage the learning environment 
by keeping accurate records, sub-
mitting grades and other reports 
on time, and enforcing school and 
campus academic policies. Devel-
op a professional rapport with di-
verse populations within the uni-
versity and community.  Maintain 
an active program of research and 
scholarship.
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GAZETTE

Jennifer Coyle, dean of the Southern California College 
of Optometry at Marshall B. Ketchum University, has 
been named president of Pacific University. She will 
succeed Lesley M. Hallick, who plans to retire.

Stacey M. Robertson, provost and vice president for 
academic affairs at the State University of New York 
College at Geneseo, has been named president of  
Widener University.

Tania Tetlow, president of Loyola University New  
Orleans, has been named president of Fordham  
University. She was the first woman and first layperson 
to lead Loyola and will be the first woman and first  
layperson to lead Fordham.

New Chief Executives

Chief executives (continued)

APPOINTMENTS
Jill M. Baren, provost and vice presi-

dent for academic affairs at the Uni-
versity of the Sciences in Philadel-
phia, has been named president of 
Lake Forest College. She will be the 
first woman to lead the college.

Hubert Benitez, vice 
president for strategic 
initiatives and academ-
ic innovation and acting 
chief inclusion officer at 
Rockhurst University, 
has been named presi-
dent of American Inter-

national College.
Chris Cox, former special assistant to 

the chancellor of the Alabama Com-
munity College system, has been 
named interim president of Shelton 
State Community College.

Joseph Hopkins, dean of the School of 
Arts at Samford University, has been 
named president of Campbellsville 
University.

Eric Leshinskie, interim executive vice 
chancellor and provost of the Mar-
icopa County Community College 
District, has been named president of 
Scottsdale Community College.

Cheryl Lesser, vice president for ac-
ademic affairs at Luzerne County 
Community College, has been named 
president of Great Bay Community 
College.

Sonny Perdue, former governor of 
Georgia and former U.S. agriculture 
secretary, has been named the sole fi-
nalist to be chancellor of the Universi-
ty System of Georgia.

Patricia A. Pfeiffer, interim president 
of Wayne Community College, in 
North Carolina, has been named to 
the post permanently. She became in-
terim president after Thomas A. Walk-
er Jr. resigned, in July 2021.

David Schecter, provost and senior 
vice chancellor for academic affairs 
at the University of South Carolina 
Upstate, has been named president of 
East Georgia State College.

Shane B. Smeed, interim president of 
Park University since November 2020, 
has been named to the post perma-
nently.

Richard Trietley, interim president of 
Viterbo University since June 2021, 
has been named to the post perma-
nently.

RESIGNATIONS
Joseph I. Castro, chancellor of the 

California State University system 
since 2020, has resigned after contro-
versy over his handling of sexual-ha-
rassment and bullying complaints 
against one of his vice presidents 
when Castro was president of Cal 
State-Fresno.

Anthony Monaco, president of Tufts 
University since 2011, plans to step 
down in the summer of 2023.

L. Rafael Reif, president of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology since 
2012, plans to step down at the end of 
the year.

RETIREMENTS
William Behre, president of Slippery 

Rock University of Pennsylvania since 
2018, plans to retire in the summer of 
2023.

Joseph Jones, president of Fresno Pa-
cific University since 2017, plans to re-
tire in the summer.

Melvin L. Oliver, president of Pitzer 
College since 2016, plans to retire this 
summer.

Stan Sidor, president of Lake-Sumter 
State College, plans to retire in June.

John Weispfenning, chancellor of the 
Coast Community College District 
since 2016, plans to retire in August.

Chief academic officers

APPOINTMENTS
Michael Avaltroni, dean of the School 

of Pharmacy at Fairleigh Dickinson 
University, has been named provost 
and senior vice president for academ-
ic affairs.

Anthony Ponder, dean 
of the science, mathe-
matics, and engineering 
division at Sinclair  
Community College, 
 has been named pro-
vost.

Charles Riordan, vice president for re-
search, scholarship, and innovation at 
the University of Delaware, has been 
named provost and senior vice pres-
ident for academic affairs at Hofstra 
University.

Other top administrators

APPOINTMENTS
Kevin Appleton, agency fiscal officer 

for the District of Columbia Public 
Schools, in Washington, D.C., has 
been named chief financial officer of 
the College of Lake County.

Ivy K. Banks, associate 
vice provost for diversi-
ty and inclusion at the 
University of Arizona, 
has been named vice 
president for institu-
tional diversity and in-
clusion at Xavier Uni-

versity, in Ohio.
Rebecca Ehrlichman Blume, assistant 

dean for mission advancement and en-
gagement in the Evans School of Public 
Policy and Governance at the Universi-
ty of Washington, has been named vice 
president for advancement at the Uni-
versity of Washington at Bothell.

Emelyn A. dela Peña, associate vice 
provost for inclusion, community, 
and integrative learning at Stanford 
University, has been named vice pres-
ident for diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion at Loyola Marymount University.

Appointments, Resignations, Retirements, Awards, and Deaths
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Anne Gaillard, interim vice provost for 
academic affairs at Sam Houston State 
University since December 2020, has 
been named to the post permanently.

Christopher Howes, chief information 
officer at Morehead State University, 
has been named vice president and 
chief information officer of the Ken-
tucky Community and Technical Col-
lege system.

Tamra Minor, a former chief diversity 
officer and assistant vice president in 
the Office of Diversity and Inclusion 
at the University at Albany, part of the 
State University of New York, has been 
named the inaugural vice president 
for diversity, equity, and inclusion at 
Niagara University.

Reginald White, senior director of 
human resources for the division of 
research and innovation at Cornell 
University, has been named vice pres-
ident for human resources at Con-
necticut College.

JoAnne P. Williams, interim vice pres-
ident for finance and administration 
at Albertus Magnus College, has been 
named senior vice president for fi-
nance and administration at Fairfield 
University.

Arlitha Williams-Harmon, vice presi-
dent for finance and administrative 
services at the Kern Community Col-
lege District, has been named senior 
vice president for finance and admin-
istration at Jacksonville State Univer-
sity, in Alabama.

Richmond Wynn, interim vice presi-
dent and chief diversity officer of the 
University of North Florida, has been 
named to the post permanently.

RESIGNATIONS
Brooks Jackson, vice president for 

medical affairs and dean of the Carv-
er College of Medicine at the Universi-
ty of Iowa, plans to step down.

RETIREMENTS
Carla Ho’a, vice chancellor and chief 

financial officer at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder, will retire in No-
vember.

Deans

APPOINTMENTS
The Rev. Edwin David Aponte, exec-

utive director of the Louisville Insti-
tute, will become dean of Drew Uni-
versity’s theological school on June 1.

Sam Beldona, a special adviser to the 
provost of the University of Scranton, 
has been named dean of the Leo J. 
Meehan School of Business at Stone-
hill College.

Kirill M. Bumin, assistant dean of the 
graduate school at the University of 
North Carolina at Pembroke, has been 
named the inaugural dean of gradu-
ate studies at Stonehill College.

Martin Camacho, interim provost of 
Midwestern State University, has 
been named dean of the J.T. and Mar-
garet Talkington College of Visual and 

Performing Arts at Texas Tech Uni-
versity.

Heather Dillaway, associate dean in 
the College of Liberal Arts and Scienc-
es at Wayne State University, in Mich-
igan, will become dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences at Illinois State 
University on July 16.

Jon Gould, a professor and director of 
the School of Criminology and Crimi-
nal Justice at Arizona State University, 
has been named dean of the School 
of Social Ecology at the University of 
California at Irvine.

Gareth James, deputy dean and pro-
fessor of data sciences and operations 
in the Marshall School of Business at 
the University of Southern California, 
has been named dean of the Goizueta 
Business School at Emory University.

R.J. Nemer, founder of ICON Sports 
Management and chief marketing of-
ficer at MAI Capital Management, in 
Cleveland, has been named dean of 
the College of Business at the Univer-
sity of Akron.

Kelechi (K.C.) Ogbonna, associate 
dean of admissions and student ser-
vices in the School of Pharmacy at 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 
has been named interim dean of the 
school.

Kevin Pitts, chief research officer at 
Fermilab National Accelerator Lab-
oratory and a professor of physics 
at the University of Illinois at Urba-
na-Champaign, has been named 
dean of the Virginia Tech College of 
Science.

Margaret Rose Vendryes, director of 
the Fine Arts Gallery at York College of 
the City University of New York, will 
become dean of the School of the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts at Tufts University 
in June.

RESIGNATIONS
Mike Smith, dean of the School of Gov-

ernment at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, plans to step 
down at the end of the year.

Other administrators

APPOINTMENTS
Antonio Banks, statewide charter di-

rector of the African American Male 
Education and Development Net-
work, in Los Angeles, has been named 
director of Black and males of color 
success at Compton College.

Marcelle Haddix, a professor of liter-
acy, race, and justice in reading and 
language arts at Syracuse University, 
has been named associate provost for 
strategic initiatives.

DeAnna Leitzke, director of the Com-
munity-Focused Real-World Engage-
ment in Academics Through Experi-
ential-Learning Institute at Milwau-
kee School of Engineering, has been 
named associate vice president of ac-
ademic excellence.

Patti McSteen, interim senior associ-
ate vice president for student affairs 
and dean of students at Ohio Univer-
sity, has been named senior associate 
vice president and deputy of global 
campus safety at New York University.

Aníbal Pérez-Liñán, a professor of po-
litical science and global affairs at the 
University of Notre Dame, will become 
director of the Kellogg Institute for 
International Studies in the Keough 
School of Global Affairs on July 1.

Tomicka Wagstaff, assistant vice 
president for student access and 
success at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology, has been named vice 
provost for diversity, equity, and in-
clusion at the College of the Holy 
Cross.

Organizations

APPOINTMENTS
Susan M. Collins, provost and exec-

utive vice president for academic af-
fairs at the University of Michigan at 
Ann Arbor, has been named president 
of the Boston Federal Reserve.

Lindsey Interlante, executive director 
of the Colonial Academic Alliance, 
has been named executive director 
of the Five Colleges of Ohio, a con-
sortium of the College of Wooster, 
Denison University, Kenyon College, 
Oberlin College, and Ohio Wesleyan 
University.

Deaths
Joe Blake, the first chancellor of the 

Colorado State University system, died 
of cancer on February 14. He was 86.

Walter Dellinger, a professor emeri-
tus of law at Duke University, died on 
February 16. He was 80.

Paul D. Feldman, a retired professor of 
physics and astronomy at the Johns 
Hopkins University, died of heart dis-
ease on January 26. He was 82.

Jean Sullivan McKeigue, director of 
community affairs at Boston College 
from 1988 to 2003, died on February 4. 
She was 75.

Arthur J. Rothkopf, president emeritus 
of Lafayette College, died on February 
9. He was 86.
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For 160 years, Chapman University’s momentum has been 
driven by impactful research with global reach.

CHAPMAN.EDU/MOMENTUM

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS INCLUDE:

The university’s climb in 
multiple rankings, the 

achievement of R2 status
as an impactful research 
institution and the elite 

productivity of high-profi le 
faculty researchers fuel 

Chapman’s global impact. 

Chapman’s Thompson 
Policy Institute on Disability 
is increasing access and 

opportunity for all students, with 
over $11 million in grants 
and foundation support. 

Chapman’s Brain Institute is 
creating a whole new fi eld of 

study – the neurophilosophy 
of free will. This research holds 

the promise of new insights into the 
fi elds of ethics, medicine and law, 
as well as just about every other 
aspect of the human experience.

Discover Chapman University’s legacy of progress and global impact at 

Keykavous Parang, Pharm.D., Ph.D., a professor in 
Chapman’s School of Pharmacy, has found early success 
with a strategy that could boost remdesivir’s longevity, 
greatly simplifying the process and trimming the expense of 
treating SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19.

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY CELEBRATES 
160 YEARS OF MOMENTUM.
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